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FULL LINE OF THE

Knox county Bcpublieans held full
sway in the corridors of the Court
House New Year's Day. and in the
evening the lobby of the Thorndike
Hotel resounded With their cheerful
greetings. Occasionally a few Demo
crats strayed upon the scene, but if
they begrudged tlteir rivals any of the
satisfaction that had been so richly
earned by 22 years of hope deferred,
they did not venture to remark it.
After such a prolonged diet of crow it
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He that dees good for good's sake —•
seeks neither praise nor reward, though -e
••• sure of both nt last.—William Penn.
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WHY throw your old tires away?
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Have them made like new at the

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Rockport, Maine

Automobiles and Motorcycles overhauled and painted.
Electric Starting and Lighting a Specialty
Storage Batteries Recharged and Stored for the winter
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for all makes of cars
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UNION’S AURORA”

BEULAH SYLVESTER OXTON

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

According to a correspondent of The
Courier-Gazette the town of Washing
ton has one of the remarkable women
of Knox county, in the person of Mrs.
Martha Gllddeu. who at the age of 93
(the birthday anniversary was last Ocitober) has just gone to Jefferson to act
as nurse in the family of Burtell Ward.
“Mrs Glidden does not wear glasses,"
adds the correspondent.
Any other
towns in the county able to match it?

L. Miles was promptly on deck. Ilis
associate, as register of probate, is
Henry H. Payson of Hope, whose term
extends to 1923. Mr. Payson is a Dem
ocrat, but looks and acts like a good
Republican, and there’s every reason
to believe that Messrs. Miles and Payson will make a strong team.
Come now to the next office and
meet Raymond E. Thurston of Union
who has succeeded .1. Crosby Hobbs as
high sheriff. Mr. Thurston found the
day a very cheerful one, with its many
greetings but was most affected when
presented with the silver badge which
was worn by the late Sheriff W. Nel
son Ulmer, last Republican to hold the
office by election, and idol of the Knox
county voters. The badge was pre
sented to the new sheriff by Mrs.
Charles S. Robbins, daughter of Mr.
Ulmer, and was accepted as a sacred
trust.
Deputy Sheriffs present during the
day were W. Lester Hokes (turnkey)
Charles E Heckbert and Miss Helen

E Snow, Rockland; W. L. Hokes, Roekland;
Mrs Gertrude B Francis, Roekland; Beulah S.
Dxton. Roekland; Miss Helen Corbett, Rock
land; W. O. Rogers, Rockland; .Mr. and Mrs
Charles .1 Wilkie, Ridgewood, X. .1 : Harold H.
Hupper, Tenant’s Harbor; G. X. Bachelder, Ten
ant’s Harbor; George W. Lane: ('. L. I’ascal,
Rockport; Frank A. Crockett, Dix Island; T. E
Gnsliee, Camden; Z. M Dwinal, Camden; Mr
and Mrs E Stewart Orbeton, Rockport; Orrin
H. Woodcock, Cushing: Dr. C. E Buchanan,
Rockland; C. L Robinson, Rockland; William
II. Robinson, Warren; Rev. F. W. Webber,
Tii- illusion ; Rev. C \V. Turner, Warren; Alnioii
Bird. Rockland; Mr. and Mrs W II Little.
Rockland; Dr r ' Mrs 4 A. Riehan, Rock
land; F H. Joi i, Thomaston: John Brown,
Thomaston; A .». Rawley, Rockland; A. H.
Pillsbury, Thomaston; ('. A. Benner, Thomas
ton; E. K Gould, Rockland; Judge Frank B.
Miller, Rockland; A. S Littlefield. Rockland;
G B. Wood, Rockland; E. S Levensaler, Rock
land; E M Stubbs, Rockland; It. W Brown,
Rockland; Sidney M Bird. Rockland; William
Sansoni, Rockland; Oliver F. Hills. Rockland;
Edward F. Berry, Rockland; C II. Sleeper,
Rockland; George F. Barbour. Rockland; I)r.
B E. Flanders, Rockland; Ralph M Choate.
Rockland; X. F Andrews, Thomaston; C. S

The annual meeting of the Knox
County General Hospital, which was to
have been held last night, on account
of the absence of a nun^ier of the in
corporators and directors was ad
journed to Friday night, at 7.30, at the
Hospital.

MARIANNE CROCKETT
Vocal Teacher

1
Adelbert L. Miles, Rockland,
Judge of Probate.

Rodney I. Thompson, Rockland,
State Senator

Beverage, Kix’kland; E E Thorndike, Rock
port; .1. X Southard. Rockland; L T. Spear,
Rockport; II 1’. Mullen Rockland; Herbert
W Keep, Rockland; M. E. Packard. Warren;
(’. E Gregory. Rnekpon; L. V Joyce, Rock
land; W. G. Walker, Rockland; .1 S. Gardner,
Rockland; A B Crockett, Rockland; Dr. A
W Peabody, Thomaston; V. Chisholm. Rockhind; I X. Morgan, South Thomaston; (’. L
Sleeper, South Thomaston; Frank C Knight,
Rockland; Orel E Davies. Rockland; Capt
Israel Snow. Rockland; J R Flye, Rockland;
Freeman A. Stanley. Rockland; Milton M Grif
fin, Rockland; Samuel Alperin, Rockland; and
F. A. Winslow, Rockland.

Studio—18 Maple Street, Roekland
Telephone 498-R.

ALL KINDS OF

BUILDING MATERIAL
j----------------------- W. H. GLOVER CO.

certainly did seem good to the Repub
licans to implant their knees beneath
lll-lf tables richly laden with chicken.
Traveling conditions and pressure of
business affairs prevented GovernorAUGUSTA TALBOT
elect Parkhurst from being present,
,
VHIiniet end Teacher
and while this was a keen diapiraintPupil ot Lillian Shattuck
met\t to those who have already met
III Central St
Tel. I3S-S Malne-’s popular executive, and twthose
Camden ____________
148-tt
who had hoped to nieet him on tins oc
casion, the banqueters were not unap
MISS ANNABELLE HURD preciative of the committee’s efforts to
obtain other distinguished speakers,
Piano Teacher
and it success in finally getting At
Pupil and Graduate of Teachers Course torney-General Guy H. Sturgis to
of John Orth
come here.
37 LimeroCk Street - ■ . . Rockland
Republicans of Knox county had
i i 11111 im
153-4
been advised thrpugh the columns of
The Courier-Gazelle that “open house"
was to he kept hj the new ofllclals at
the Court House in the afternoon.
Many did not wait until afternoon,
however and the consequence was that
the newcomers in office found them
selves busy all day responding to con
gratulations. as well as getting theii
own bearings.
On each desk was a handsome bou
quet of cut flowers, a bit of thought
fulness on the part of those who had
arranged the day’s proceedings.
Entering the Court House, visitors
found all of tlie office doors swung
wide open. First on the left was the
office ’which is used jointly by the
county commissioners and the clerk of
courts. Into this domain comes George
W. Starrett of Warren, who succeeds
Arthur B. Packard of Rockport foi
county commissioner.
The term of
office is six years, and the hoard con
tinues to have a Democratic majority
by virtue of the fact that F. I,. Water
man of Appleton has two more years
to serve anil Arthur C. Patterson of
■Vinalhaven has four more years of the
full dinner pail. If Mr. Starrett had
been given his pick of Democratic as
sociates he eould scarcely have found

COR eighteen years the pre-

* ferred stock of the prop
erty that is now Central
Maine Power Company has
paid dividends.

a

The fifty-seventh dividend
was mailed to stockholders
Jan. 1.
The record of the company
on dividends and earnings
through its long existence
combined with its present
strong financial position, is
fair assurance of the future
payment of dividends.

Such a security as Central
Maine Power Co. 7 per cent
Preferred Stock appeals to
conservative investors.
If you are one, why not place your

order-direct or through any employee.

The price $107.50 a share—the yield
62 net.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
(of which Knox Electric Co. is a part)

AUGUSTA, MAINE

“Cremate, embalm and bury,” he tele
graphed.” And that’s what the women
did to the Democratic party,” said Mrs.
Rich, adding “perhaps that’s why they
would like to relegate us to the infer
nal regions. Mrs. Rich voiced the un
doubted sentiment of the women when
she said: “Our wish is that there shall
be understanding loyalty and service.”
In conclusion she said: “The greatest
discovery made by women in 1920 was
that the vote is a painless operation.”
State Chairman Frank J. Ham con
gratulated the Republican committees
for the efficient work they had done in
the State election, and again in No
vember. “It made it possible for me
to send a telegram to Senator Harding
on election night, saying that every
county in the State had gone Republi
can,” said Chairman Ham. Declaring
that the voters wanted a. change, and
!got it. Mr Ham said that the Republi
can party will stand fairly and square
ly on the platforms adopted in .the
State and National conventions, that it
will keep every promise and every
pledge made to the voters, doing right
and fearing naught. “The country is in
a deplorable condition,’’ said the speak 
er ’and the best brains will be required
for its readjustment.
Some of the
voters expect too much of the Repub
lican party, and expect it too quickly.
It may take two and it may take three

Milton M. Griffin, Rockland,
Clerk of Courts.
>

Corbett, Rockland: William H. Robin
son. Warren; Granville N. Bachelder,
St. George; E. Stewart Orbeton, Rock
port; Jethro D. Pease, Hope; L. Anderson, Camden. L N. Morgan, South
Thomaston and Orrin H. Woddcock,
’usbing. Special deputies on Sheriff
Thurston’s staff include C. E. Harringon, Albert Winslow and W. H. Kalloch
all of Rockland.,
During the afternoon R. Waldo Tylen;
photographer. Was called to the Court
House, and made a group picture of the
heriff’s furtt* containing as many,
members as cd^ild 6e assembled. The
proof shows'a nice looking family.
Senator Jto^ftev t. Thompson of
Rockland rfnfr-Comity Attorney Zelma
M. Dwinal of Camden do not have offi
ces in the Court Hduse hut both werp
present Nrfw Yeftfs Day to assist their
mother officers in keeping open house.
Senator Thompson succeeds Charles A.
Creighton of Thomaston, and Mr.
Dwinal succeeds Henry L. Withee of
Rockport.
Another Democrat occupant of the
Court House who has two more years
of service is Albertus- W. Clarke of
Rockland, who holds the office of reg
ister of deeds, and whose friendly re
lations with his new neighbors will
probably never be more seriously
threatened than by an occasional po
litical debate to whieh he is not averse.

When the hist course had been
served the men folks were plainly
yearning to exercise the strictly male
prerogative of tin after dinner smoke.
Walter 11. Butler, who so admirably
Handled the affair as toastmaster, saw
the plight of Ids brethren, and called
fpr a yea and nay vote to see whether
the worn“n would grant the privilege.
It was unanimously in favot| he de
clared. Some of the ladies c und theniselves put tq rpther a severe test, and
find that tb«‘ politictil affairs call for
something beside a strenuous study of
cjvic^:
Mr. BUthT expressi-d the satisfaction
which be felt rfUbeirfg triastmaster of
the first victory banquet which the
Republicans -of Knox county had held
in more than 20 years.
He read a
number of interesting letters from po
litical 1 fiqtnbles.
Tm 'hMterS of regret were addressed
to William S. Healey as chairman of
the program committee.
George B. Christian, Jr., secretary to
President-elect Harding wrote: “The
Senator has been compelled to decline
similar invitations for lafk of time. He
desires, however to felicitate with the
Republicans of Knox county upon their
very splendid victory and desires that
you convey these sentiments to them.”
Senator Fernald telegraphed: “The
State, Nation and World are indebted
to the virile earnest Republicans of
Knox county. I don’t forget the ladies

At The Banquet

Zelma M. Dwinal, Camden,
County Attorney.

two more genial men than Messrs.
Patterson and Waterman. Mr. Staprett was on deck nil day and the retir
ing member of the board, Mr. Packard,
dropped in with the smile that the pri
mary Waterloo nnd two recent ses
sions in a hospital did not have the
powar to remove. There was nothing
aboin the situation that moved Arthur
Packard to tears.
The commissioners’ room and the
clerk’s office, proper, adjoin.
When
Milton M. Griffin, the new clerk wasn’t
bus> shaking hands with constituents
he was waving them dramatically in
the direction of a large box of fragrant
cigars, and a five-pound box jvhich had
a pretty girl’s face on the cover, and
tempting chocolates as a tiller. The
inroads upon the candy seemed to ex
ceed those which were made upon the
cigars, in spite of the fact that male
callers outnumbered the new voters.
Mr. Griffin was escorted to his office by
the retiring clerk, Tyler M. Coombs,
who initiated tbe newcomer into some
F ; of the manifold mysteries of the clerk
ship. and volunteered his* services any
time they might be needed. Mr. Grif
fin’s lirst official act was the accept
ance of a $500 fine, paid by a Knox
county corporation in pursuance of a
Supreme Court order.
Across the corridor is the Probate
Court room. The new’ Judge, Adelbert

The reception at the Thorndike Hotel
from 6 to 8 p. m. was entirely devoid of
‘‘he formality which is usually asso
ciated with the word, and may better
be designated as a Republican get-to
gether. The absence of the governorelect was naturally disappointing, hut
the.men who thronged the hotel lobby
found plenty to talk about, and the
scene reminded the old-timers of the
’night before” at State and District
conventions. Since the county conven
tion system was abolished in favor of
the burdensome and expensive primar
ies. there has never been another such
gathering of Republicans in this city,
and it was certainly a fine representa
tion of the G. O. I’. The women voters
had a reception of their own up in the
ladies' parlor, and naught the spirit of
the occasion with the same rapidity
that they learned how to do their duty
it the polls.
Nearly all of the available musicians
had been requisitioned for the various
New Year’s night events, but Director
Marston contrived to get a small hut
excellent orchestra, which played con
tinuously during the reception and
banquet.
A menu that appealed to everybody,
with chicken and fixings as the main
stay, was presented by Proprietor
O’Neil. The big crowd was handled
skillfully by Frank C. Fields, the pop
ular head waiter, and was promptly
served by an augmented force of wait
ers.
• • • •
The following guests signed the reg
istration book.
F J Ham, Thomaston; Attorney General G.
If. Sturgis, Portland: Walter H. Butler, Rock
land; M«r\ Perry Rich, Glencove; Lena 11
Lawrence. Rockland; Keuel Robinson. Camdei>;
Mr. and Mrs. G H Blethen. Rockland: W. O
Fuller, Rockland; Mrs Ethel C. Campbell,
Rockland; Senator-elect and Mrs. R. I.
Thompson. Roekland; George W Starrett, War
ren ; S. V. Weaver, Warren; Edwin II Crie.
Rockland; Dr. and Mrs E. W. Peaslee, Thom
aston; H I>. Crie Rockland; Mr. and Mrs
George W. Roberts, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond E Thurston. Union; Mr. and Mrs.
■Charles T. Smalley, Roekland; Mr. and Mrs
William S Healey, Rockland; Mr. and Mi’s.
A. F Wisner, Rockland; Dr and Mrs G. L.
Crockett. Roekland; Mr and Mm. Wilbur P
Strong. Thomaston: Dr. and Mrs. W. II San
born, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert L.
Miles. Rockland: Miss Jeannette Simmons.
Rockland; Mrs. E. R Veazle, Rockland; Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E Heckbert, Rockland; Mr.
and Mrs Edward Gonla, Rockland; Mr. and
Mrs John F. Cooper. Rockland; Mr and Mrs
R. L. Bean. Camden: Myrtle Bean, Camden;
Mr and Mrs A. Victor Elmore. Camden; Mr
and Mrs V. F Studley. Rockland; Mr. and
Mrs. T H Bowers, Rockport; Mr. and Mrs.
Jethro I) Pease. Hope; Supt. and Mrs H. C.
Hull. Rockland; Mrs. Nicholas Anza lone, Rock
land; Mrs. Nora F Wilde. Rockland; Maurice
Snow, Rockland; Capt. and Mrs. Richard K.
Snow, South Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Walter

Raymond E. Thurston, Union,
Sheriff.

either. Their zeal, activity and splendid
courage helped beyond measure."
Senator Hale: I am particularly
sorry not to lie with you to celebrate
the really splendid work done by the
Republicans of Knox county at the
last election. May the‘good work keej>
up. With the assistance of the Re
publican women I (irmly believe that
Knox county will from now on stay
in the Republican column.
"Ever since I have been in politics
the Republicans of Knox county have
been kind to me far beyond my des
serts.” wrote Congressman
White,
whose grateful letter will he published
in full in a later Issue.
• • • •
Mrs. J. Frank Rich, chairman of the
woman's division of the Republican
county committee was given the right
of way among the speakers, and left
everybody charmed with the witty
message she brought.
“We women
have been puzzles to the mi n since the
days of Eve,” said Mrs Ri#h; "other
wise we should have had the ballot
sooner." She told the story of the
woman who had telegraphed the news
of her mother's death to her husband,
who was away on the road as a travel
ing salesman. "Shall I cremate, em
balm or bun ?" she asked. The travel
ing man’s reply was very definite.

George W. Starrett, Warren,
County Commissioner.

years to get hack on a normal healthy
bakis.”
Greetings from ex-Governor Cobh
were rend. Extracts from his letter
were published in a previous Issue.
Senator-elect. Rodney I. Thompson,
wtio was described by Ihe toastmaster
as the happiest man In Knox county
on New Year’s Day told a number of
stories In his Inimitable manner. “It
seems somewhat sU-tinge,” said Senator
Thompson, "for one who has nearly all
his life been a Democrat to be partici
pating iti a Republican celebration.
But 1’flnd myself In good company in
making the change, for there must
Inive been 500 Democrats in Knox
county who voted the Republican tick
et last September. We would all have
probably been Democrats today, If the
party hud stood for anything. When
the Republicans tnttde up their ticket
they recognized the right of ex-service
men to have a representation there.
The Democrats didn't put on anybody
who hud seen service, unless it was
service in the Democratic party.” Mr.
Thompson said that the women have
Justified the right of franchise, and
that tlie men chosen for county office
arc callable of steering their own ship.
Attorney General Sturgis made a
brief speech, bubbling with good old
fashioned Republican sentiment.
Ho
told what tlie parly stands for, paying
incidentally a high tribute to men of
the Cobb anil Littlefield type. Vast ex
travagance and a heavy burden of tax
ation laid unnecessarily upon the peo
ple by the Democratic administration
were given as further reasons why
most of us are Republicans today.
Speaking of reconstruction problems,
Mr. Sturgis said:
"We have a man
really to take Ihe helm in March, and
to take hold of these problems with
wisdom and judgment.
President
elect Warren G. Raiding Is the man of
the hour.
Governor-cleet Parkhurst
will be one of the ablest governors we
have ever had. He knows and loves
his state, and Ills administration will
he 1(10 per cent efficient and 100 per
cent honest."
The meeting adjourned after giving
a good round of applause for the com
mittee of arrangements. The happy
idea originated with George W. Rob
erts. who found that Governor-elect
Parkhurst's inability to come was hut'
one of several dlsoppointments, but
whose perseverance was rewarded by
unqualified success. The committee
comprised William S. Healey. George
W. Roberts. Adriel I'. Bird, Mrs. Ernest
t'amphcH, Mrs. Adriel U. Bird, Mrs. W.
O. Fuller, Mrs. E. It. Veazle, Mrs.
Nicholas Anzalone anil Miss Charlotte
JiulTum.

Rockland theatregoers are going to
have an opportunity Wednesday and
Thursday of seeing tha famous melo
drama “In Old Kentucky," which has
created such a sensation in the big
picture Imuses throughout the coun
try. Anita Stewart appears in the
role of "Madge," the heroine.
The
great race scene will make the spec
tators want to jump out of their seats
and whoop.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
THE EVENING CLOUD
A cloud lay cradled near the setting sun.
A gleam of crimson tinged its braided snow ;
Long had I watched the glory moving on
O’er the still radiance of the lake below
Tranquil its spirit Mcrnod. and floated slow!
Even ita very mojbn there was rest;

While every breath of eve that chanced to blo<
Wafted the traveller to the beauteous west.
Emblem, methought, of the departed soul!
To whose white robe the gleam of bliss i<
given,
And by the breath of mercy made to roll •
Right onwards to the golden gates of hea»

Where to the eye of faith it peaceful lies,
And tells to man his glorious destinies.

Every-Other-Da/
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Personally appeared Neil S. Perry, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co . and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan 1,
1921, there was printed a telal of 6.003 copies.
Before me,
PRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

E. B. HUSTINGS % CO.

Cnox County Alumni Association Organized—Dean Nixon
Present—The Banquet

The dining hall of the Thorndike more a cross-section of national life.
Hotel rang with cheers, songs and
Dean Nixon advanced a number of
laughter
last night, the occasion logical reasons
why young men
YOUNG MEN ON DECK
being a gathering of Bowdoin grad should attend the smaller colleges, and
ates and undergraduates to perfect proceeded to. explode the only argu
Bowdoin ments he had ever heard against
The New Year day celebration by the organization of the
Alumni Association of Knox County. Bowdoin—namely that it was too
Knox County Republicans was a suc
Paul Nixon, dean of the college was hard to get into, too expensive and
cess in many ways, and notable in guest of honor, and -the Association too sporty. He then dwelt eloquently
a particular respect, inasmuch as it also had the pleasure of entertaining upon Bowdoin traditions: the famous
marks the passing into the hands of a and being entertained by James H, men it has produced; the strength of
younger generation of the business and McNamara of Eagle Rock. Ya., who its faculty: and the fact that in these
ig shortly returning to his adopted days of unrest old Bowdoin is still
political destinies of the county. It is Southern home, after a fortnight's trying to keep the torch of humania hopeful augury for the future and visit with relatives here.
tarianism and culture still burning.
we have every confidence that the The speeches were few and brief, Ensign Otis, who graduated from
young men now invested with the re but they were fervent with the "Bow Bowdoin in 1907. gave a humorous
doin spirit” which has come down comparison of college life 13 years
sponsibilities, by character, ability and
through the past century, undiimish- ago, with what he sees there at the
an earnest spirit of service, will ren ed.
present time, weaving into his narra
der a worthy account of stewardship,
Ralph L. Wiggin, who became a tive the suit of clothes which an old
not only to the political party to which student at Bowdoin College after picture shows him as having worn in
The New Year goes at the prices with an axe.
they are accredited, but in a larger leaving Rockland High School, hack his college days. "The social life of
in the Nineties, explained that h,> was today is a little more complicated."
The prices are too cut up to talk, but the VALUES
sense to the citizens and tax-payers of substituting as toastmaster, Ex-Gov said Mr. Otis.
They don't go in for
will speak if you’ll come in and interview them.
the county whose servants they are ernor Cobb having been selected for the simi le pleasures we used to have,
and whose interests they hold in trust. that duty. A telegram from the dis- and they don’t have the night-shirt
Our $60.00, $55.00 and $50.00 Suits
If we are any judge of character the inguished Bowdoin alumnus explain parades and window smashing cam
ed that he was unable to be present, paigns. But the Bowdoin spirit is
people are not going to be disappointed
NOW $40, $36.67, $33.34
but quoted him as "highly in favor unchanged.
We want to organize
in the gentlemen who have just en of the proposed organization."
Knox county, and make young men
Our $60.00, $55.00 and $50.00 Overcoats
tered upon their terms of service.
Mr. Wiggin was found to be ex realize that Bowdoin has something
ceptionally qualified for toastmaster to give them.”
$40, $36.67, $33.34
duties. amd in addition to his grace
The angle from which some men
THE COURTESY OF STURGIS
ful introduction of the speakers in view college life was described by E.
The number of garments is limited, so it is to your
terjected the projier amount of pep C. Moran, Jr., who told of hearing
advantage tb come in early.
some of the Bowdoin students sneerThe natural disappointment caused between courses.
A
lively
recollection
of
Mr.
Mc

ingiv
referred
to
as
"the
rah
rah
by Col. Parkhurst’s inability to attend
Namara's fame for character songs boys.” “It takes nerve, ambition and
the Saturday night reception waa in led Toastmaster Wiggin to call upon work to go to a real college and get
noticeable measure assuaged by the that guest, who responded in the through." said Mr. Moran. "College
coming at the last moment of Attorney same obliging spirit that marked his is not a cure-all. or a grab-bag prop
General Sturgis. No more difficult sit many score appearance before the osition. The word can well be trans
MR. WELCH RESIGNS
WHEELER’S BAY
uation ever faces a public man than to Rockland public when he was a resi lated into another—opportunity. Get
dent of this city. He sang "Mickey a liberal arts education; train your
be snatched into a suddenly created Brannigan's Pup" in the old rollick mind. That’s what Bowdoin does.
Pastor of Littlefield | cessful term taught by Miss Susie‘ Post
breach and compelled without prepar ing style, and got a great hand.
Then you can apply .yourself to any Popular
~
Silence had scarcely begun to be profession or business.”
ation. te speak to an audience whose
• Church Will Go To Larger | of Owl’s*Head.
Standish Perry was introduced as
Misses Agnes. Alfreda and Florence
minds are set upon another man. That felt before there came this chorus
from the head table:
a member of the varsity football
Barnes who are employed in Rockland,
Parish In Brewer.
General Sturgis responded to the call
“We want McNamara: we want team, who would speak for the un
spent Christmas at home.
furnished added evidence of his repu “McSorley Twins.” Jimmy’s recol dergraduates. He told of the barrel
Mr and Mrs George Barnes were in
At the morning service of the Little
tation for friendliness and line court lection of this song, which was so which had been found in an antique field Memorial church. Sunday. Rev. Rockland recently.
Mr. ;ind Mrs. Byron Mills of Waldo
esy, and his charm of manner and pol popular three decades ago. was a shop, and whose antiquity narrowed Howard A. Welch read his resignation
'“014 l?owboro spent Christmas witli Mrs. Mills'
is bed speech left no uncertainty with trifle hazy, but Principal M. W. Avery down to the bunghole.
of Rockport High School, who was doin’ pirit goes on forever, like the as pastor, and deep regret was writ parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes.
his hearers that the committee had officiating as pianist, came to his res bunghole in the barrel," said Mr. Perry. ten on the features of all who heard it.
Harry Allard and Guy Martin visited
been fully successful in their final- cue, and the audience finally got the
All of the speeches were received Mr. Welch has accepted the call to Rockland und Thomaston recently.
with much enthusiasm, and there was
Clarence Barnes, who has employ
moment draft. It was General Sturgis' story of the two little twins.
the First Baptist church in Brewer,
Bowdoin cheers for Mr. McNamara, a running fire of jocularity between
ment in Portland, spent the weekend
first visit to Rockland, apart from his
and for Frank C. Fields, the head Dean Nixon and some of the "old hut will probably not conclude his with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
official character. The office which he waiter, were then proposed by Stand grads" whom he knew—not forgetting duties here for a number of weeks.
Barnes.
has filled with such distinct credit he ish Perry, and were given with as the story at Billy Spear's expense
Alton Wall and Earl Drinkwater are
In the course of his letter of resig
The Association chose as its first nation Mr. Welch said:
working at J. S. Allards' lathe mil!.
is soon to give over, but it is hoped much vigor as though the scene were
William Dennison is hauling wood to
“During these six years I have been
opportunity may be afforded him often a football field instead of a hotel din officers the following:
President—E. C. Moran. Jr.
ing room.
privileged to welcome in to* the fellow Spruce Head this week.
to visit this corner of the State.
Miss Nellie Richardson of Bangor
N ice President—Walter J. Rich, Jr. ship of the church a goodly nuthber
Dean Nivon gave several reasons
Secretary-Treasurer—Adriel V. Bird. of substantial jnembers. But. while spent Christmas with her mother, Mrs
why he felt “out of luck,” two of
The following attended the ban the actual increase in membership has Arthur Harrington.
them being that Carl Moran, in invit
WEEKS FOR THE TREASURY
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tripp und faming him, had failed to say when the quet:
not been large, there has developed a
Highlands
spent
banquet was to be, and where it was
Fred C Black 11. Bockteml: R L. Wiggin sympathetic attitude on the part of fly of Rockland
In a newspaper poll taken a few to be. But here he was, and he pro '98, Rockland: beau Paul N’ixou. Brunswick: practically the entire community, which Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Horace
F J. Simonton. Rochkind: W W Spear.
weeks ago by the Literary Digest to ceeded to deliver a speech which left Rockland:
M W. Avery. Rockport; Adriel V. has meant a large increase in the num Clarke.
get a line on suggestions for President no room for speculation as to why Bird. Rockland; J. Fred Knight. Rockland; ber of adherents of the church, and
William E Atwood '10. Thomaston; Walter .1. givers to its support. This has been
Harding's cabinet, The Courier-Gazette the Brunswick College enjoys such a Rich. Jr '21. Rockland; J. Hugh Montgomery,
ST. GEORGE
high standing.
Camden: Standish Perry *22, Rockland; Charles most encouraging. The spirit of har
named for its candidate for Secretary
.
In three groups he discussed the H Berry. Rockland; Edward C. Moran, Jr, mony prevailing within the church, and
of the Treasury, Hon. John W. Weeks advantages resulting from college ed Rockland; Arthur 11 lluse. Camden; Bon a hi the willing co-operation on the part of' Almond Hail left Saturday for Hos
I'. George '16, Thomaston; Karie F Wilson tile community are two big assets ,<”1 w here he will join the Meanu-i
of Boston. We regard Senator Weeks ucation: Increased personal happiness '14. Thomaston; Neil A. Fogg. Rockland: W. F.
Camden; J. G. Hutchins. Caaulen: C. D which give promise for success in the " illiam H. Hohenv.
not only as a man of great financial is one. The social and intellectual Mart.
North, Rockland; H 11 Crie. Rockland; How days ahead.
Mrs. B- ’r- ,,a"- who has been at
training which he receives there ard
Johnson. Rockland: Cleveland Sleeper, Jr..
experience and abilities, but a states
"Material improvements upon the' J'nox Hospital the past foqr weeks
makes a man better company for South Thomaston; Conrad Howard, Rockland:
man besides with broad and patriotic himself. Increased opportunity and J -M. Morrison, V. S A.: Charles C Wotton. church building have gone on from *s 80 mu<’h improved that her fiiends
Rockland; George E. Torrqv, Rockland; Robert
vision. We are giad to note this edi material advantage formed another H. Bean. Camden; Matthew- K. Willey, Cant- year to year unlil today it is recog-; ',oiH to 8ee her home in a few da>s.
Dean Nixon
said
that den: Herbert S. lugrali.tm. Rockpor}: Hillard nized as one of the neatest little meet- ; James A. Gilchrest. who was report
torial opinion in .yesterday’s Boston heading.
Hart. Camden; Trank B. Rowe '06, War ing houses in this section of the State. 1 e<* I" hist week, is still confined to his
statistics have been compiled showing S.
Herald:
ren: Benjamin V. Keiiar. Appleton; II. A
“Your campaign organization for the
how much men have made in dollars Merrill, Rockland. F A Winslow. Rockland;
"If the treasury department should and cents through college education. Ensign Otis, Rockland.
financial support of the church is in j Mr. and Mrs. David Mann are guests
prove to be the most influential seat "If you want a technical course, take
good shape and can be readily adapted )f her sister, Mrs. Janies A. Gilchrest.
of administrative power during the a technical course.” said he. “but if
The Chapin Class of the I'niversalist from year to year. For a number of . Alfred Williamson was a Sunday
Gi
next few years it will afford no oc possible get a classical education first. church gave 9 complimentary supper yeftrs now you have been self-sup- 'Sliest of his sister, Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest.
its
Considering the past the'
George Grange No,^ 423 had
1
casion for surprise. The new secretary The speaker next took up “increased in the vestry last night to Rev. John porting.
of the treasury will have some momen national service"—the altruistic ob Ratc'.iff, the newly, called pastor of the pledge of the church in the New World annual installation of officers Friday
tous decisions to make. The incoming ject of going to college. A college church. Forty-five persons were pres- Improvement Campaign was moat night at the Uuse of t&e regular meet
ing. Past Master Frank Robinson did
Congress will be influenced by his ad man's career is liecoming more' and eut, and Mr. Ratcliff found it a very gratifying."
The Brewer correspondent of the the work, assisted by Seymor Fuller
pleasant introduction to Rockland.
vice with respect to a revision of the
Bangor Commercial, speaking of the as Marshal and Mrs. H. L. Ewell as
tax laws and the continuance of a de
unanimous call to that church, said: pianist. At the close of the program
flation policy. The new budget system,
'Mr. Welch was the first preacher to supper, consisting of clam chowder,
which Congress is likely to establish at
occupy the pulpit after Mr. McDonald baked beans, pies and cakes, was
its current session, will be in his hands
concluded his pastorate and at the served in the dining room. After the
to make or mar. Rarely has any man
farewell service held on the evening supper all repaired to the hall and
entered high public office with greater
of Dec. 12, the retiring pastor expressed watched the old year out. Altogether
opportunities for constructive work
the desire that every member of the a very pleasant eyening was spent.
than' those which will confront the
church should hear the speaker of the About 70 were present.
head of the treasury department, who
Mr. and Mr. Barter visited their
following Sunday, saying that in his
ever he may be, next March.
The
opinion. Mr. Welch W’ould be just the daughter, Mrs. Alfred Hocking, Sun
right man can do a job which will link
man for this church, although he did day.
his name in history with those of Ham
not wish to seem to he influencing
ilton, Gallatin, Chase, McCulloch and
their action in this matter.”
the other dominating figures who have
BURKETTVILLE
The Brewer church has a member
held this post in days which are past
ship
of
about
250,
and
went
beyond
its
We hope that man will be John W
Sanford Barlow was in Rockland on
quota of $16,000 in the new world business last week.
Weeks.”
movement.
S. B. Miller
attended the State
In reporting the meeting of the Lin Grange.
SOLD CHRISTMAS SEALS
coln Association recently held with the
The farmers are planning on getting
Littlefield church, the editor of "The
a good lot of lumber into the mill yards
The South Thomaston School Children
Baptist," a denominational paper, said:
through this section.
Lent a Helpful Hand.
"The pastorate of Rev. Howard A.
Lorenzo Linscott who has been sick
Welch has been deservedly successful,
for some time is gaining.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
and the church eoinijog to self-support
and Increased lo<*l influence, has
Please help me to notify those inter
WEST LIBERTY
$2500 to the New World Movement."
ested in the sale of Christmas stamp
seals between the schools in the va
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Lampoon are
METHODIST REVIVAL both
rious districts of South Thomaston, of
ill.
Will
Achorn is at work for Barzey
the result of the contest. I wish to
thank Mrs. F. J. Baum, also the teach
Rev. Felix Powell Opens Two Harriman at the village.
Fred Bailey, who took the Fields
ers and pupils who responded so heart
Weeks' Drive For Souls— lumber lot to cut into 4 foot novelty
ily to the call of the M. P. H. A. for
wood and start it to the main road, is
aid during such a busy season and
Of the Billy Sunday Type. doing a rushing business with a full
during the closing weeks of a 14 week
crew.
term of school; also to thank Fred
Rev. Felix Powell opened the two
The roads, especially cross roads,
Gillchrest, who made it possible to
weeks’ evangelistic services in the have not been in so bad shape in many
carry on the campaign without expense
by delivering stamps, posters, etc., to
Methodist church Sunday and was years as they are now. On the road
from Sherman’s Corner to Brown’s
the outlying sections of the town. The
greeted by larj?e audiences both morn Corner and to Mrs. Howes’ there are
sales in the schools were as follows:
ing and evening. His subject in the places where the heavy rains have
Spruce Head, Irvin R. Libby teacher,
morning was “A Step Further” and washed out the center up to three feet
$8.75; Ash Point, Mrs. Margaret Gill
was a strong plea to members of the deep for some rods, and in places it
chrest teacher, $5; Owl's Head. Vera
church to forget self and to press on is impassable and teams have to go
Bishop teacher, $5; Ingraham Hill,
ward and upward to higher ideals.
in the fields. In one place a road has
Helen Sleeper teacher, $4.10; 'Keag
In the evening Mr. Powell spoke on been swamped through the woods to
grammar, Mrs Bernice Sleeper teach
“The Top-notch Church.” the text be get around a bad stretch of road.
er, $3.80; 'Keag primary, Susie Sleep
ing taken from Nehemiah 44-6, “And
Mrs. Gertie Boynton Bailey of Pa
er teacher. $2.45; total from schools
and
the People had a Mind to Work.” This lermo, oldest daughter of A. T. Boyn
$29. By Mrs. Baum in postoffice 53
was a call to the church members to ton. is in very poor health; her hus
cents. Total sales $29.53.
realize the importance of all doing their band had typhoid fever some time ago
Bernice S. Sleeper.
part in the work liefore them. Just and is still confined to th<j house.
A
believing a revival would come will
A. T. Boynton has purchased the post
never bring it to pass.
Constant office block from Walter Young.
The Knox Academy of Arts and
prayer, hard work and faMh that Jesus
Sciences will hold its 8th annual meet
Stanley Jones of Washington is
ing in Rockland High School building.
Christ has the power to save,' aru the boarding with Mrs. Belle Howes and
Saturday afternoon. After the reports
things necessary to bring victory7
is working at the steam mill at South
of officers and committees and the
Mr. Powell is an aggressive speaker, Liberty. Edwin Howes is also working
election of officers there will he an
of the Billy Sunday type, and makes a there, and they drive back and forth
John will be hungry
exhibition of rare plants from Mastrong impression upon his audience. over the oH discontinued road, but it
tinfcus; of the work of heavers, re
That he follows a path of whole Is dark both ways, so they don’t see
/
think
I'll
add
ceived from Aroostook county, and of
hearted consecration to God no on* any rocks.
wne
other specimens added to the museum
who hears him can doubt and his suc
Bert E. Cunningham and- son Frank
collection during the past year. As a
cess in other Helds where he has la have finished their novelty wood job
drive is now on to increase the mem
bored convince one that his life is a for Mr. Knowlton and are now at work
bership to 1000, each member is re
power for good.
for C. E. Morse.
quested to bring in the application of
Gladys Ilowes, who has been at work
BRAND
NOTICE OF MEETING
at least one new member at this meet
at Washington for the past few weeks,
Rockland,
Me.,
Der
24.
1920.
ing.
has returned home. 1

J. F,” Gregory Sons Co.

Low Prices

Low Prices
Low Prices
All through our store every piece of goods

marked down.

Come to this store and see the Bargains in
Dry Goods, Coats, Suits and Dresses.
You will be surprised to see the prices we

are making on goods.
If you cannot come to this sale, send your

orders by mail; every order will be promptly
filled at the new low prices.

E, B. HASTINGS ECO.
\/didlhiliUu!IWi.4'd

JiirlUK

One great service rendered by
Swift & Company to the consumer
is in taking some of the surplus of
nature’s plenty and storing it against
the season of non-production. This
is a service based upon sound
common sense and meets a definite
economic need.

This enables you to obtain all the
year round some foods which other
wise would be so abundant in certain
months that the entire supply could
not be used, and so scarce at other
times that prices would be prohibitive.

Swift & Company has equipped its
plants and branch houses with refrig
erating plants, and has a sufficient
number of refrigerator cars to carry a
supply ofmeat foods to its customers.
Space in public cold storage ware
houses also is used by us to carry
perishables until they are needed.
We store only enough meat,
butter, poultry, eggs, and cheese to
supply our customers during the
period of scarcity and not to specu-’
late on rising prices. Our storage
profits during the last eight years
have averaged about one cent a
dozen on eggs, and less than a cent
a pound on butter and poultry.

ter at

fill

IN

COATS, NS.
SUIT&b

DRESSES,

Storage of food is a world necessity
and we regard our part in this as an
important factor in our seryice in
supplying the nation with wholesome
food.

SKIRTS,

FURS

i ■ You can always do bet

ter at

A I

At certain seasons of the year,
nature mothers us in generous
lavishness; at other seasons she
treats us as,outcasts.

You can always do bet

can t

HL .

Stored Foods

REMEMBER!

You

I

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

)A

Rockland Local Branch, 17 Union Street
J. S. Jenkins, Manager

DAVIS'

Cor. Main

Elm Streets

1st

tonight —

HATCHET

r

»•"

SWEET CORN

SOME LINOTYPING!

—

1’. FraJik Haddon, linotype operator
on tlie Sfimter (N. C.) Item, made what
is 'believed here to he a world record
in setting type on a linotype machine.
In six houl'S he set 89.236 ems. using a
even point on eight point slug and a
' e_m measure.
i! Bet that paper got down to
<« early,

It’s. always so good

The Twitehell-Champlin Ce.
BOSTON and PORTLAND

IW*

Always ask for HATCHET BRAND SPICES and EXTRACTS

The annual mealing of the stockholders of the
Security Trust Company will be held at its
banking rooms in Rockland, Maine, on the sec
ond Tuesday of January, 1921. January ll, at
two o’clock in the afternoon for the following
purposes, na ntely:
I. To lx the number of the Board of Di
rectors and elect same tor the ensuing year
2 To see if* the stockholders will iotc to
amend The By-Laws: Relating to the Vice
Presidents, so as to provide for three and pre
scribe the duties of each
3 To elect the officers required by the ByLaws.
4 To transact such other business as may
legally tome before said meeting.
Per order,

155-3

J. C. PKRRY. Clerk.

LOOK LIKE CHAMPIONS

Having in Saturday’s issue gently
broken the news that Colcord's team
defeated Kennedy’s bowlers, the sum
mary is now presented:
Colcord's Team—Lawry, 440; Full
erton. 469; Shapiro. 446; Gaudette,
445: Bartlett, 420; total, 2220.
Kennedy’s Team—E. Peters. 430;
Phillips, 425: J. Peters, 476: Halstead,
436; Smith, 441: tothl. 22I«

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
B

The saving person is happy and prosperous. He
is not worried about getting the ready cash for some
special emergency. He looks ahead and makes careul preparation for future requirements by depositing
weekly with the Rockland National Bank.

4 /c

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
____________ Rockland, Maine____________
HjjiiT'MEMBER FEDERAL ‘RESERVE SYSTEM 7S

Every-OtKer-Da?

Rockland Codrier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 4, 1921,

Calk of the Cown
OOMINQ NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!
Jan. 2-1B- Evangelistic caoiiiaign at tile Meth
odist church
•Ian. 7—Adjourned annual meeting of Knox
County General Hutpilitl.
■Ian. 7—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Wlnnlfred Simmons. Masonic street.
Jan. JO -Shakespeare Society meets witli Mrs.
Hmvlgn Otis.
-Ian. 11—Knox County Supreme Court contenes. Jurors report 14
Jan. 14—Thou iston. Watts hall, Pitt Parker.
Jan. 17 (7 p m 1—Woman's Klucational
Club meeting, Methodist parlors.
Jail. 17—Walls hall. Thomaston, Song and
Dramatic Recital by Edward Bidghiuu of New
York.
Jan. 18—"Chinatown'’ nt the Arcade, under
auspices of R H S. Senior Class.
Feb. 5—Knox Pomona Grange meets in West
Rockport.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair in the Arcade.

Hollis Merry Is substituting as con
ductor on the Maine Central Railroad
while E. O. Dow Is having a vacation.

The Salvation Army Christmas tree
for the Sunday school children was
held New Year's Eve, with US persons
present. Envoy Ayles acted as Santa
Claus. Watch night services followed,
both events being very successful.

Mrs. W. .7. Burton of Woodfords is
caring Tor her mother, Mrs. H. B. Sim
mons, of Water street, who fell down
stairs breaking one rib and fracturing
another, besides sustaining other had
Injuries. Miss Gladys Simmons of
Portland, the granddaughter, is also
with Mrs. Simmons.
Mrs. Frank Perry has been trans
ferred from the Highland School to
the First Grade at the Warren street
building.

"Your paper is an honor to any
home. I have known it for years and
it seems bettpr than ever. It is clean
in every particular.”
These are the
welcome words which The CourierGazette received yesterday from W. L.
Knowlton of South Poitftid.
Mr.
Knowlton formerly resided on Pine
street, this city, and his boyhood was
spent in Union. He is now in the em
ploy of the Rickers, and writes that
they are "nice men to work for.”
•
Elder Wilson of Vinalhaven will
preach at the Latter Day Saluts mis
sion halt, 119 South Main Street, Wed
nesday, Thursday and Friday of this
week at 7.30 p. m. AU are welcome.
__ - ♦
Joseph W. Robinson has resumed his
duties at the Rockland National Bank
after two weeks' illness with bronchitis.

Clarence Widdecorabe, aged 13. was
taken by W. H. Kalloch to the State
School for Boys in South Portland,
yesterday. Persistent truancy was the
charge against him.

Frank R. Blackingtoa and Mr. Mc
Gregor are in Damariscotta putting
the finishing touches on the Damari
scotta Motor Mart.

A case of diphtheria was quarantined
The steam trawler Tern was being
yesterday, the patient being Cecil prepared yesterday for a trip to Bos
Ames of Main street.
ton. to which port she will carry fresh
fish from the banks.
The Belfast Journal is authority for
the statement that the International
Miriam Sewing Circle will meet with
Radio Telegraph Co. has bought the Mrs. Paladino, Summer street, Friday
radio plant,installed by tile East Coast night.
Fisheries Company in this city. The
The new National Guard company
report is denied at the East Coast offi
will he mustered in Wednesday even
ces.
ing at Red Cross hall, corner of Main
Mrs. Olive Sylvester, who has been and School streets, by Lieut. Col.
acting as stenographer to the clerk of Buker of Bath. Those who have en
courts for several years, has taken full rolled are asl’.ed to present themselves
charge of the clerical end of George at the armory (Red Cross hall) at 1
F. Barbour’s correspondence school for o'clock Klian..
drug clerks- Nearly -300 students are
Nothing could exceed lhe energy of
now taking this course, including quite
a number who have recently enrolled the two young sons of J. F. Burgess
from Texas and other Southwestern (Bradford and Richard) of Beech
States. The-school has been amazing street, who toiled throughout Sunday
ly successful, und its proprietor is to with their little shovels keeping clear
day one of tlie best known druggists in the gutters and catch-basins at the
Junction of Beech and Lincoln streets,
the country.
so that the overflow of walks and
The Home for Aged Women is in crossings usual to such a downpour of
This
debted to Mrs. Lydia (Lodder) Starr rain was entirely prevented.
for the turkey dinner on Christmas piece of work that the city usually
handles was well cared for by the
Day.
young chaps. What a good thing if
Among the Christmas greetings re all the boys of the city could have
ceived at the White House was one their superfluous winter energies ap
sent by Mrs. F. A. Parsons of 150 plied in a similar direction. Rockland
Union street. Mrs. Parsons has been sidewalks and crossings would he•conte a Joy instead of the nuisance they
much gratified by recipt of a beauti
fully engraved card from President usually present all winter.
Wilson, bearing the message:
"The
The trustees of the Church of Im
President appreciates your thought
manuel, Universalist, voted unani
and thanks you for your good wishes.”
mously last night to extend a call to
Rev. John Ratcliff of ^Halifax, N. S.,
William Thorndike has enlisted in
who occupied the pulpit Sunday morn
the Army, and has reported at Fort ing and evening. It is expected that
Williams.
concurrent action will be taken at the
parish meeting next Monday night.
The Bath Times recently published
a brief note from -Miss Helen Corbett,
It was found necessary Sunday to
city matron. It said:
“The woman
amputate the right foot of Oscar E.
who has been circulating a petition for
Robinson, who was injured in the
a family in Bath is well known to me.
Maine Central yarek last week. The
In Rockland she wits forced out of
operation was performed at Silsby
town by our police. I have warned
Hospital by Dr. Hill.
people three times thrAugh the col
umns of our Courier-Gazette not to
Representative Freeman L. Roberts
give to her.”
of Vinalhaven was in the city yester
day on his way to Augusta, where Leg
Rev. Felix Powell preached all day
islature convenes tomorrow.
Sunday at the Methodist church,
making a good impression on large
The Courier-Gazette takes a special
audiences.
The morning congrega
tion was good considering the weather pleasure in tlie renewals by subscriber!
but. the evening saw a company of whose names have been for long
periods of years upon its mailing lists.
500 people. Mr. Powell preached on
“The Top Notch Church," bused on the Some of them are old-time. Knox
words from Nehemiah 4:0, “And the county people now dwelling in remote
People Had a Mind To Work.” It is parts of the country, to whom the
only fair to say it was a most wonder paper has year after year continued to
ful utterance. The evangelist’s elo bring the news of former friends and
quence, wit. humor, force and abund scenes. Such a one. noted in the latest
ant vitality ensure him a great ac mail, is Mrs. Adeline M. Hammond of
ceptance anywhere, and Rockland Conneaut, R. F. D. 1, Box 250, Ohio,
Methodists are expecting great things who has reached the age of 80, hut has
during the next two weeks. Tuesday never lost touch with old-time Rock
night his subject is "What Rockland land acquaintances in whom she con
Needs Most.” and Wednesday he will tinues to feel the warmest interest
discourse on "The Key of the Situa Mrs. Hammond, who was Adeline M.
Sidelinger, removed to Ohio some 40
tion.” Everybody invited.
years ago to make her home with her
Mrs. Smith, now deceased. Her
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter sister,
Rockland home was at The Meadows.

everybody's column
_____________________________

Great six day after Christmas sale.

ALU MA8ON8 WELCOME

NO GOODS EXCHANGED OR RETURNED FROM THIS SALE

WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM. North
Haven. Me.
155*38

VESPER A. LEACH
366 Main Street,

WANTED Live Agents Make Big Money sell
ing our knitted yarns and cloth suitable for
men’s, women’s and children’s wear, direct from
mill to customer. PKN-KEJ’HEK KNITTING
MILLS. Box. 401. Skowhegan.
155-2

WANTED—Responsible woman or girl as gen
eral helper Family of three adults. Beautiful
location. Exceptional home. High wages, and
many privileges. Most remarkable opening. Ap»ly MRS. E. II. HAWLEY, 780 High Street,
Bath, Me. Tel. 725.
155-158

■

WANTED- A position us cook, experienced;
can do meat, but prefer pastry,
would do
general house work for widower. L. M. R., 18
Pearl St., Camden, Me.
154*157

Telephone 133

WANTED—Violin 'cello, to rent or purchase;
must be reasonably goad and low priced. Ad
dress BOX 465, Rockland. Me.
154-157
WANTED—Butter customers.
Finest dairy
butter BEULAH 8. OXTON. City. Tel. 263-12.
154-157

Rumors of a garage transfer, which
have been current for several days,
were not confirmed yesterday by the I
proprietor.
j

The second girls’ team of Rockland
High made merry with Rockport's
first team in Rockport last night win
ning by a score of 25 to 5.

DISCHARGE CERTIFICATES

COLONIAL

RESTAURANT

MISS JENNIE S. HARVEY

Older Boginners—4.15 to 5.30 P. M.
Advanced Class—4.45 to 6 P. M.
Tuition $6 for 12 lessons

Evening Class

Wentworth—-Oakland. Calif, Jan 2, Harriet
Bird Wentworth, formerly ot Rockland, aged
71 years, h months, 20 days.
Cilapin—Rockland, Jan 2. (’harle.i ll Chapin,
aged .5 jeers. Burial hi Camden Wednesday
at 3pm
«

For Ail Ages
WEDNESDAYS AT 7.30 P. M.
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
Private instruction by appointment
Private classes on application
Phone Mrs. Helen Cross, 440

138-T-tf

R. S. CLEMENT, W. M.

A. L EATHER, See.

WANTED—A representative in every New
England county. Spare or full time
Here's
an opportunity to become established in a good
paying business. A post card today, to F. .1.
RIPPIN, Manager, Manchester, Conn-, will bring
full particulars.
147T15G

here for you

ANNUAL MEETING

District Superintendent.

WANTED -Clerks (men. wxxnen) over 17, for
Postal Mail Service. $130 month. Examinations
January 15. Experience unnecessary. For free
particulars, write J. LEONARD, (former Civil
Service Examiner), 1059 Equitable H*dg., Wash
ington. D. C.
156*3

Come early and feel assured that real values are

DANCING

1-13

WANTED--Girl tor general housework. TEL.
72O-.I
156*159

WANTED—Woman for general housework in
family of three F. A. THORN 1)1 KK. 14 Maple
6treet.'
155-158

KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY

H. P. BLODGETT.

WANTED—Man or woman to wash dishes at
the THORNDIKE HOTEL
156-tf

Sweeping Reductions will be made on all odd
and broken lots. Entire stock of Coats and
Suits at 33 1=3 per cent discount.

FRANK C. KNIGHT

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4
Work in F. C. Degree
Refreshments

WANTED--Work trimming and pruning shade
or fruit trees. CHARLES OAKES, 7(L'ty Street
Place.
1*4

A Money Saving Opportunity

Winter Overcoats

F. AND A. M.

LOST—Tail of a fur neck piece . Finder will
please notify MRS S. J. CURTIS, J2mery Star
Route. Rockland.
154-157

Wanted

ARCADE BALL ROOM

bills causes misunderstandings.

LOST -Auto tire chains, between Rockland
and Meguntlcook Lake. W. H. GLUV'EK CO.
2-5

FOUND-On Park street, heart shaped key
ring, with four keys. Apply from 6 a. ni. to 6
P in at the ATLANTIC SHOP.
2 It
LOST—Gold pin set with pearls. Return to
COl’KLKK-GAZETTE OFFICH.
1-4
LOST—A lady’s brown sweater, probably be
tween Thomaston and Warren. Reward if leit
at KITTREDGE'S DRl’G STORE.
1-4

extending to and including Saturday, January 8

good as

practically every day in the month and the delay in rendering these

N

, Now Going On

Jasttry

ROCKLAND LODGE, NO. 79

Lott and Found
LOST—Between Union and Kockl&nd, Dec.
29. I),ik of beans. Return to or notify JflRANK
WATTS, Union. Reward
2*5

January Mark Down Sale

Formerly Loring’s
A D. Bird received a telegrum last
night from his son Ralph B. Bird of
Brunswick despatch in yesterday’s
Located at 282 Main Street
Colonial Restaurant, formerly Lor- Oakland. Calif., announcing the sud
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Boston Qlohe says: "John L. Merrill, IS SCHOOL STREET
Ings, 282 Main street, next door to Bos den death of Mrs. Harriet Bird,Went
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
engineer on passenger trains between
worth, formerly of Rockland. The
ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
Opposite V. F. Studley’s and next
Eaantftgv by Appciatment
Rockland and Lewiston for many years,
funeral will be held today.
Telephone 323.
1 tf
2tf
door to Boston Shoe Store
died at his home here today of what
is believed to have been sleeping sick
—Serving—
The newly elected and appointed offi
ness. He was 45 years old. He is
cers of Edwin Libby Post, G. A. R.,1
survived by his wife and three chil
were installed Saturday by Past Com-] Tho same good foods and Special
dren.
He was a member of the
mander J. E. Rhodes, assisted by Past
Dinner at the same small prices
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Commander John H. Thomas as officer I
and a Mason.”
ORDER
COOKING AT ALL TIMES
of the day. After the installation there
__
was a short program consisting of
OPEN ALL NIGHT
Commander Edward Gonia of the U.
music, recitations, short speeches, etc.;
S. Army mine planter Gen. Royal T.
then a light lunch, served by the
Frank is at his Rockland home on a
Ladies of the W. R. C. The officers
leave of absence until next Friday.
■t4,
___ _
are: Commander, Oscar Blunt; S. V.
ELECTORS MEET SATURDAY
Commander, William H. Maxey; J. V.
IJr. O. R. Lawry, who has been ill
Commander, Thomas H. Benner: officer The Only Persons Who Vote Directly
with tpnsilitis, is again able to attend
of the day, Joseph E. Clough; quar
For President and Vice President.
to his practice.
as
termaster, John H. Thomas; adjutant,
C. C. Cross; surgeon, F. J. Bicknell;
The six Presidential electors chosen
. LaTburaine Coffee
The officers of Edwin Libby Relief
chaplain, Benjamin Bartlett; officer of by the people of Maine at the national
Corps will be installed Thursday night,
guard, R. N. Marsh; patriotic instruc election in November will meet in the
and thg circle supper will be omitted.
40 cents per Vi pound canister
tor, F. E. Aylward; sergeant major, J. Senate Chamber in Augusta at 2 o’clock
The ckrttle elected officers at the last
E. Rhodes; quartermaster sergeant, 11. Saturday afternoon, Jan. 8, for organ
meeting: Mrs. Amanda Choate, presi
C. Day.
ization. The electors, one of whom is
dent; Mrs. Lizzie Mills, vice presi
Frank B. Miller of Rockland, will
dent; Mrs. Ellen Knowlton, treasurer.
choose one of their number for presi
harvey barnes cushman
dent and will also select a secretary
There will be a midweek dance at
the Arcade Ball Room. Wednesday
Harvey Barnes Cushman, son of Mrs. and messenger from outside the elect-,
ors.
evening, with music by Marston and a
Ellen E. and the late Capt. Frank
The electors after seeing tliat their
car to Thomaston afterward.
The
MIDWEEK DANCE
Cushman,
of
this
city,
died
Dec.
27
number is complete must adjourn to
dancers are still exclaiming over the
at his home in Emsworth, Pa., after a the following Monday when they will
big time on New Year's Eve. when
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 5
vote for president and vice president
there must have been fully 150 couples
brief illness of pneumonia.
of the United States. In tlris 'Instance
on the floor. The horns and hells
The deceased was horn in this city,
of course, the electors will vote for
were given out shortly before midnight
Great Floor : : : : Good Time : : : : Marston’s Music
and after being graduated from the
and the coming of the new year was
public schools, completed his studies Warren G. Harding of Ohio and Calvin
Coolidge of Massachusetts, the candi
heralded by the greatest racket Rock
Dancing 8 to 11.
Cars to Thomaston
at the University of Maine, specializ
dates for president and vice president
land has ever known. Manager Pack
ing in civil engineering.
He chose
ard surely gave the crowd its money's
And the hall will be warm
Pittsburgh as the city offering the respectively of the Republican party.
worth.
greatest advantage for his adopted These electors received the largest plu
rality ever given electors in this State.
profession, in which he had made
Then the electors must mak<* three
Schooner William Bisbee arrived in
marked progress, and was at the time
New York yesterday, loaded with lum
IKiMOilHn
of his death actively identified with certificates of the votes made by them,
iBBHS
each containing this list of votes for
ber frgm Bangor.
one of that city’s greatest Interests.
Possessed of a refined, retiring na President and Vice President, seal
WHILE THEY LAST
There was a very large attendance
ture, governed by the principle of them and certify on each the contents.
Sunday afternoon at the funeral ser
I SHALL MAKE BARGAIN PRICES ON
justice towards all and a readiness to Then by majority they must select a
vices'of the late William F. Norcross,
extend the helping hand to those in person to take charge of one certificate,
together with floral offerings of un
need, he made a host of friends and who shall deliver it at Washington, D.
usual beauty. Rev. W. S. Rounds of
held them. In the community in which C„ “to the president of the United
the Congregational church officiated.
he lived and among his business asso States Senate before the fourth Mon
Rockland Lodge of Elks did escort
ciates he was held in the highest day of January.
Thia is your opportunity to get an Overcoat at less
The elector shall forward by mail
duty. ..The burial was in Thomaston.
esteem, for to know him was to love
anolher certificate to the President of
The hearers were Parker T. Fuller.
him.
than you can buy it next year.
William W. Case, Aubrey S. Heal.
About his family, the center of his the United States Senate and the third
Waltet H. Spear, Henry M. Ricker of
chief interest in life, was thrown a shall he delivered to the judge of the
Boston and Ira W. Feeney.
cordon of love and great devotion. His United States District court for the
immediate family comprises his widow district of Maine.
MERCHANT
TAILOR
A man apparently in the act of
and three childrden, one son and two
G. ll. Bloom will he hack in town for
breaking into John Bushea's place on
daughters. The remaining brother is
.Main street late Saturday night was
Capt. John F. Cushman of Philadel the Spring season to transform the
•seen by Charles A. Mitchell, who gave
phia. and the sisters. Miss Castera houses of Rockland into palaces with
chase. ; Charlie doesn't lay any claims
Cushman and Mrs. Therese H. Millett his magic decorating and wail-paper
to being a 10-second man. but he was
of Brooklyn. Funeral services were ing. He will room at 60 Willow street
gaining on the bold, bad burglar when
held Thursday afternoon at the family and will continue lousiness there. He
he slipped on an icy spot, and went
residence at Emsworth.
Interment has just left for Boston and New York
headlong. The chase ended there.
was in Mt. Royal cemetery, the bearers to select tlie best paper possible und
the lowest rates for his numerous old
being six brother Matsons. ,
friends in the Lime City.—adv.
The Direct Importing Co. moves the
last of the week from its quarters next
The board of managers of the Home
north of the Thorndike Hotel, to the
for Aged Women will meet Thursday
vacant store at 313 Main street, op
Rockland,
Maine,
January
1,
1921.
at 2.30 with Miss Lucy Farwell, Sum
posite Hastings dry goods store.
mer street.
William H. Kalloch has been reap
BORN
pointed a special deputy, and will
Stover—Rockland, Jan. 3, to Mr. and Mrs
serve with the staff of Sheriff Thurs
11 H. Stover, a son.
ton.
South Orleans, Mass.. Jam. 1, Ut
Aesthetic, National and Folk Mr.Eldredge.
and Mrs. J. Edwin Eldredge, Jr , a daugh
Reginning Tuesday, February 1, 1921, all monthly hills for gas and
ter, Etta.
Dancing
Get,. Berry Lodge. K. of P. has elect
Tin,mason—Vinalhaven, Dec. 31, to Mr. and
electricity in this district will be sent out as soon as possible after meter
Mrs. Ralph Thompson, a daughter.
ed these officers: C. C.. F. M. Ulmer;
EVERY WEDNESDAY
V. C., W. H. Thomas: P., Alton Burns;
readings are obtained, instead of on the last day of the month as at
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
DIED
M. of F„ Fred H. Sanborn; M. of E., G.
Miller—West Rockport, Jan. 2, George
present.
A. Tarr; K. of R. and S., L. A. Gray;
Beginners—4 P. M.
Augustine Miller, aged 85 years, 11 mouths,
M. of W.. W. S. Morton; I. G.. James
11 days
Bills will bear date of present meter readings and will cover charges
Advanced—5 P. M.
Mclntyne—Warren, Dec. 31. Mrs. Olivta (j.
Cates: (). G.. William Senrie; ; trustee
McIntyre,
aged 81 years, 8 months
for
service
to
that
date.
Bills
will
be
due
when
presented
und
the
same
for one year. W. S. Morton; W. S.
Ballroom
and
Folk
Dancing
Chadwick—Cushing, Dec. 31, Quentin ( had
Tripp and L. A. Gray were elected rep
wick.
discounts on gas and electricity Will he allowed if payment is made
Simonton- -Rockport, Jan. 2, Andrew Simon
■EVERY THURSDAY
resentatives to the Grand Lodge for
ton. aged 72 years. Funeral services at his
at our office (within ten days of the date of the bill.)
two years, with L. A. Wellman and W.
late
residence, Tuesday at 2 p in,
AT TEMPLE HALL
S. .Morton as alternates.
Cushman—Emsworth, I'a , Der 27, Harvey
We find it necessary to do this because meter readings are taken
Kindergarten Class—3 to 4 P. M.
Barnes Cushman, formerly of Rockland.

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times
for 50 cents Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 4 times. Six words make
a line.

Vesper A. Leach

Osteopathic Physician

3

Page Three

READ THE HOME PAPER
o»9
BOOST HOME INDUSTRIES

The following communication, re
ceived by William S. Healey, com
mander of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
from Adjutant General Presson, is of
interest to ex-service men:
“Many inquiries are reaching this
office regarding the return of the dis
charges that are forwarded with the
applications for the Soldiers’ Bonus
paid by the State, of Maine.
“All discharge certificates are held
here long enough to make a full and
complete copy of the same for tiling
in the archives of the Adjutant Gen
eral’s department. Past experience has
proved the great value of having the
soldier’s discharge a matter of record,
thereby permanently preserving the
information contained in each Individ
ual certificate. The loss of a discharge
often occasions the soldier or his de
pendents great Inconvenience
and
sometimes financial loss.
When the
work of tho Soldiers’ Bonus Board is
completed there will be on file in the
Adjutant General's department a copy
of the discharge of every Maine soldier
who has applied for the State bonus.
“As soon as copied the discharges
are returned to the owner by registered
mail and every effort is buing made to
push, tho work along as rapidly as pos
sible, but of necessity there will he
some delays. Do not worry; every dis
charge certificate is carefully guarded
and will be returned on the first mull
after the completion of its record.”

EMPIRE THEATRE
Movie patrons who like good pic
tures with a good plot will find them
in today’s feature, "Young
Mrs.
■Winthrop,” and in the WednesdayThursday feature, “Mrs. Temple’s
Telegram.” Ethel Clayton is today’s
star, while Bryant MWshburn comes
as the hero of the midweek feature.
“The Vanishing
Dagger”
serial
finds Eddie Polo still grappling witli
powerful enemies,
and furnishing
thrills galore.
"Bride 19,” which is
generally conceded to have the most
startling situations of any
serial
ever presented in this theatre, will ire
seen Wednesday and Thursday in its
10th episode, "The Cavern of Terror.”
—Adw

t

WANTED- Kitchen girl at THE THORND1KK
HOTEL
144-tf

WANTED Experienced
woman. THIS OFRCE

Prluter—man
or
143-tf

WANTED—Second band Sails. Mlgheat prlcefl
paid for heavy or light sells. W. F. TIB
BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel. resi
dence, 775-W.
89-tf
WANTED—Chefs. Cooks Waitresses, Clum
ber Maids, Laundresses, general sod and kPchen
workers, stc. Private family, hotel, and res
taurant. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7 MRS. SAWLEY. 784
High 8t.. Bath.
Tsl. 725.
IM-tf

Miscellaneous
FOR EXCHANGE Stud,-buker half ton truck,
nice condition, with top, good tires, Presto
Lights, etc. Want Ford auto; must be in good
mditlon and of equal value. H. E. CUN
NINGHAM. Liberty. Me.
2*5
NOTICE Whereas nty wife, Mae Reynolds,
has left my bed und board without just cause,
1 hereby notify and warn all persons that 1
shall pav no bills contracted by her after this
date. Dec 30. 1926. PERCY L- REYNOLDS.
Rixkland, Maine
1*3
NOTICE Whereas my wife, Sylvia D. Mer
rick, by her voluntary action, hns made it Im
possible for us to live together as husband and
wife in tlie house where we have resided since
our Inter-marriage, tills is to notify and want
all persous that I will not be responsible for
any bills or debts contracted by her after this
date KZRA C. .MHRRICK. North Haven. Me.,
Dei’. 22, 1926
154*157
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY <MM> of our high
est grade mahogany Player-Planbs bought two
years ago before the high prices and used only
for demonstrating in our store. A beautiful In
strument in perfect condition. We will dispose
of it at a 25r; roductiort from original pries.
This is a remarkable value when the present
market pries of these pianos is considered THE
MAINE MI SIC CO., Rockland, Me
152-tf
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, PIC0T EDGE. COVERED BUT
TONS. Orders promptly filled
PHYLLIS E.
TOLMAN, 18 Leland St. Tel 270-J
139*1

NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorised to rep
resent The Courier-Gazette in Knox county und
to receipt for mouey paid on new and old sub
scriptions.
109-tf

WAGON COVERS, lARPAULlNB—I have just

roceived some water proof duck which I can
make up at short notice into water proof
coverings. W. F. TIBBETTS. TsL 233-J, «r

T76-W
8®-tf
LAOIES—Will find s reliable stock of Ball
Goods at the Rockland Hair Store; BM Mala
Stret HELEN G RHODES
lltf

For Sale
FOR SALE-Nice hay at 828 a ton. delivered.
MRS. J W. ANDKB8UX, Went Meadow Road.
Tel 452-1
2*5
FOR SALE—Heading and stave lumber, about
1000 cords; can arrange to stand tor a time,
near mill and It IL A. A. L’ABTER, Union,
Ma ine,
2-5

Burleigh C. Nash of Combination
FOR SALE A rew tons or idee hay. W. A.
1-tf
Chemical No. I is very ill with double RIPLEY, the Highlands Tel 584-W.
pneumonia. He rested quite comfort
FOR
SALE
-Two
sleighs,
can
be
seen
at
C. H.
ably last night.
Lovejoy’S, Thomaston; also 1 Sturtevant &
Larrabee sh-iidl, at 22" Masonic St. (5. K.
MAYO.
155*158

To Let
FOR SALE One nice bred youne rabbit
hound; one horse crank axle jinger; also shift
TO LET—Two tenements vritli modem im ing pole for light wagon. Cheap lor quick sole.
provements
MRS. J W. ANDERSON, West WM IV. BUTLER. Tel. 179-14
154-157
MeaBow Hoad. Tel. 452-1.
2*5
FOR SALE -Pool table, 299 MAIN STREET.
TO LET Three furnished rooms for house
150-157
keeping. 1« KWEETLAND STREET, off Rankin
Tel. 633-1
156-159
FOR SALE—Live nalnnuwa. THOMAS FISH
MARKET
150-157
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for house
keeping. TKL 633-1.
156-159
FOR SALE In Camden, 17 room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near I’. O. and Y. M.
TO LET—House oft five rooms, furnished t C. A Beamlful view of water and mountains;
modern Improvements. Apply at 25 OCEAN titled for 5 flat apartment; furnished or un
STREET.
156*159
furnished. Bargain If taken at once. Call at
TO LET—Rooms, furnished or unfurnished 12 CHESTNUT STREET, Ca’»»Ien. Tel. 41-12.
134-tf
25 HILL STREET
150*159
FOR SALE Double tenement house. 28 and 30
TO LET -Six room tenement at 27 South
Masonic St. with extra lot of land on Grace
Main street. Apply ON PRRMISES.
154-tf
Street Will sell together
Apply to B. U.
TO LET—Furnished rooms for iljcht house COLLINS. 375 Main St, Rockland, or MRS. E.
keeping. heat and electric lights, bath
Also KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
7»-tf
small rent Apply 2 WILLOW STREET. 154*157
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet elder, fresh arery
TO LET Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT dav from choice apples
Delivered anywhere.
STREET
’
145-tf
Drop me a cazd
JAMES H- SIMONTON.
Rockland.
K
F
D.
120-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For Furniture, Stove*
and Mnalcal Instrumenta or anything that ra
quirea a dry, clean room. Terroa reaeonabh

J. R FLYK. tfl Main St . Rock bind. Ma 4Ikf

FOR SALE-A lot of land situated In North-

port
Splendid chance for summer hone; 21
acres; plenty of wood. Address A. K- J0NE8.
The Courier-Gazelle Office, Rockland, Me., c,

DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO.. Belfaet.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas George B. Andrews, of Rockport, in
the County of Knox, and State of Maine, by
his Mortgage Deed dated October 1, 1918, ac
knowladged November 26, 1918, and recorded
in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 186. page
266, conveyed to the undersigned, Mary .1
(iieenlaw, Alice Andrews, Francis Rackliff, and
Sherman 1. Weed, a certain lot or parcel ot
land with the buildings thereon, situate in said
Rockport on the northerly side of West street,
and bounded and described as follows:
Beginning on said street at corner of land
formerly of Lorenzo Greenlaw; thence North
westerly by said street, nine rods, more or less,
to land of Leslie
Doan: thence Northeastoily by said Dean’s land nine rods, more or
less, to land formerly of tho heirs of J E.
Ross; theiice Southeasterly by said Roos land
nine rods, more or lens, to land of said Green
law : thence Southwesterly by said Greenlaw's
land nine rods, more or less, to said street at
point of boginning, containing eighty-ono square
rods, raore or less, and whereas the conditions
of said Mortgage have been broken, now there
fore, by r«Uk>n of the breach of the condi
tions thereof we claim A foreclosure of said
mortgage
MART J. GREENLAW,
ALICE R ANDREWS.
FRANCIS IACKUFFE,
SHERMAN J WEED

January 3, 1921.

161-tf

WANTED—25 male shaggy cats and kittens.
Will pay highest prices. Write or telephono
JOHN 8. RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
154-tf

Adjutant Gensral Explains To Ex-Ser 352-14.
vice Men the Delay in Their Return.

2T3f-7

, B# tf

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the SiOckholders of

the Camden Savings Ac Trust Compituy, for tlie

choice of a board of directors, and the tran
saction of such other business as may legally
come before them, will be held at alieir banking
rooms on the second’Tuesday of January. 1921,
at 2 o’clock I’. M.
C s GARDNER,
Cleric of Corporation
Reck|airt. Me . Dec. 23, 1920.
155-2

ANNUAL MEETING
THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Rockland, Me., Dec. 8, 1920
To the Stockholders: Notice Is hereby given
that the annual meeting of tho Stockholders
of The Rwkland National Bank will be held
at Its banking rooms on Tuesday. Jamiary 11,
1921. at ia.no o’clock A. M . to fix the num
ber of and elect a Board of Directors for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
t.uslaesa as may property come before the meet
ing
l’er order,
148-4
H. E ROBINSON. Cashier.

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It.

1
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porch and hailed Bryce. She was
Mrs. Tully, John Cardigan’s old house
keeper, and almost r mother to Bryce.
“Oh, here’s my hoy!" she cried, and
a moment Inter found herself encircled
by Bryce's arms mid sainted witli a
hearty kiss.
As he stepped Into the familiar entrnnce-hnll. Bryce paused, raised his
head and sniffed suspiciously, like o

minded him, “no matter what the
Colonel's feeling on that score may lie.
misery loves company, and not until 1
had, pulled out of the Squaw creek
country and started logging in the San
Hedrln watershed, did 1 realize that 1
had been considerable of a Jackass
myself.”
"Yes.” Bryce admitted, "there can
be no doubt but tluit you cut off your
nose to spite your face.”
His thoughts harked hack to that
first seuson of logging til tlie San
Uedrin, when tlie cloud-burst liad
caught the river tilled with Cardigan
logs and whirled them down to the
bay, to crash through the log-boom at
tidewater and .continue out to tlie
open sen.
Tlie old man appeared to divine the
trend of his son's thoughts.
“lea,
Bryce, that was a disastrous year,'
lie declared. "The mere loss of tlie
logs was a severe blow, but in additlon I had to pay out quite a little
money to settle with my customers. 1
was loaded up witli low-priced orders
that year, although 1 didn't expect to
make any money. Tlie orders were
merely to keep the men employed.
You understand, Bryce!
1 had a
good crew, the finest in the country;
and if I had shut down, my men would
have scattered and—well, you know
how hard it is to get that kind of a
crew together again. Besides, I had
never failed my boys before, aud 1
couldn't bear the tliouglit of tailing
them then. Half the mills In the
country were sfiut down at tlie time,
anil there was a lot of distress among
the unemployed. 1 couldn't do It.
Bryce.”
Bryce nodded. “And when you lost
the logs, you couldn't fill those lowpriced orders. Then tlie market commem-ed to' Jump and advanced three
dollars in three months------ ”
"Exactly, my sou. And my cus
tomers began to crowd me to till those
old orders, 1 couldn't expect them to
suffer with me; my failure to perform
my contracts, while unavoidable, never
theless would have caused them a
serious loss, and when they were
forced to buy elsewhere, 1 paid them
tlve difference between the price they
paid my competitors and tlie price at
which they orginally placed their or
ders with uie. And tlie delay caused
them further loss.”
He smoked meditatively for a min
ute. “I've always been land-poor,” he
explained apologetically. "Whenever I
had idle money, I put it into timber
in tlie San Hedrin watershed, because
1 realized Hint some day the raUVoad
would build in from the south, tap
that timber and double ils value, I've
not ns yet found reason to doubt the
tvfsilrihi of my course; but"—he sighed
'the 'railroad is u long time com

hlrddig. Mrs. Tully, arms akimbo
watched him pleasurably. "1 smeil
some'hing." he declared, and advanced
a step down tlie ball for another sniff:
then. In, ex.-n-t imitation of a foxhound
lie gave tongue and started for Hit
kitchen, Mrs. Tully, waddling after,
found hliu "polntitig" two hot black
berry pies which had a few minutes
previously been taken from tlie oven
He p-tts Inlying lugubriously.
OT CAPPT
“I’m still a pie-hound. Mrs. Tully,
COPYRIGHT, BY PETER JB.KYNE
and you're still the same dear, thought
ful soul. How many did you make?'
"Two."
all: and It was typical of him now
SYNOPSIS.
“May I have one all for myself, Mrs,
that the subject had been discussed
Tully?"
CHAPTER I.—Pioneer in the California briefly, to resolve never to refer to
"Indeed you may. my dear."
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty- it again.
•even, la tlie leading citixen of Sequoia,
"Thank you, but 1 do not want It
'■Tomorrow morning I'm going to
owner of mills, ships, and many acres ot
timber, a widower after three years ot put a pair of overalls on you. arm for myself. Mrs. Tully, will you please
married life, and father of two-day-old
you wiiii a tin can and a swali. and wrap one of those wonderful pies in
Bryce Cardigan.
set you to greasing the skidways. a napkin and the instant George Sea
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
Otter comes in wjth the car. tell him
the acquaintance of Shirley Suinner. a vis. Partner, you've deceived me."
ltor to Sequoia, and his Junior by a few
"Oil. nonsense. If I had whimpered, In take the pie over to Colonel Penn
years. Together they visit the Valley ol
ington's house and deliver it to Sliss
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and that would only have spoiled every Sumner? There's a girl who doubtless
his son as the burial place of Bryce s thing.”
mother, and part with mutual regret.
“Nevertheless, you were forced to thinks site lias tasted pie in Iter day.
and 1 want to prove to her that she
CHAPTER III.—While Bryce is at col cable me to hurry home."
hasn't." He selected a card from his
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy
”
1
summoned
you
the
instant
1
business losses and for tlie lirst time views
card-case, sat down and wrote:
realized
I
was
going
to
need
you.
”
•
the future with uncertainty.
“No. yam didn't, John Cardigan. You [ "Dear Miss Sumner:
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from
"Here is a priceless hot wiltl-hiackcollege, and a trip abroad. Bryce Cardi summoned me because, for the first
gan comes home. On the train lie meets time lu your life, you were panicky berry pie, especially manufactured in
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
my honor.
It is so good I wanted
make her home there with her uncle. and let yourself get out of hand."
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
you to have samp. In all your life you
His
father
nodded
slowly.
“
And
father's eyesight has failed and that Col.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of you aren't over It yet," Bryce con have never tasted anything like It.
the old man's business mistortunes.
’’Sincerely.
tinued, his voice no longer bantering
"Bryce Cardigan."
but lowered affectionately. "What’s
Some twenty minutes later Ids un
tlie trouble. Dad? Trot out your old
panic and let me Inspect it.
Trouble usual votive offering was delivered by
CHAPTER V.
must lie very real when it gets my George Sea titter to Colonel Penning
ton's Swedish maid, who promptly
Along the well-remembered streets father on tlie run."
brought it In to the Colonel and
“
It
is,
Bryce,
very
real
Indeed.
As
of Sequoia Bryce Cardigan and his
Shirley Sumner, who were even then
father walked arm in arm, their I remarked before. I've lost your
He sighed.
”1 at dinner in the Colonel's fine burlprogress continuously Interrupted by heritage for you,"
redwood-paneled dining room.
Miss
well-meaning but impulsive Sequolans waited till you would be able to come
Sumner's amazement was so profouud
who insisted upon halting the pair to home and settle down to business; now
that for fully a minute she was mute,
shake hands with Bryce and bid him you're home: and there isn't any busi
contenting herself witu scrutinizing al
welcome home. In the presence of ness to settle down to."
ternately the pie and the card that ac
Bryce
chuckled,
for
lie
was
Indeed
those third parties the old man quickly
companied IL
Presently she handed
conquered tlie agitation he had felt far from being worried over business
tlie card to her uncle, who affixed his
at this long-deferred meeting with his matters, his consideration now being
pince-nez and read the epistle with
son, and when presently they left tlie entirely for Ills father's peace of min<l
deliberation.
"All
right,
”
he
retorted,
“
Father
has
business section of the town and
“Isn't this young Cardigan a truly
turned Into a less-frequented street. lost his money and we'll have to let
remarkable young man, Shirley?" be
Ills emotion assumed tlie character the servants go and give up tlie old
declared. "Why, I have never heard
of a quiet joy, evidenced in a more home. That part of it is settled: a id
of anything like his astounding action.
weak,
anemic,
tenderly
nurtured
little
erect bearing and a (inner tread, as
If he had sent you over an arnlful of
If he strove, despite tils seventy-six Bi-vce Cardigan must put his turkey
American Beauty roses from his
years, not to appear incongruous as on his back and go into tlie woods
looking for a job as a lumberjack. . . father’s old-fashioned garden. I could
he walked beside his splendid son.
Busted,
eh? Did I or did 1 not hear utidertand it, but an infernal black
I wish 1 could see you more clear
berry pie! Good heavens 1”
wr
ly,” he said presently. His voice as tlie six o’clock whistle blow at the
"1 told you he was different," she
John ti'aidigan here spoke of a most
well ns his words expressed prpfound mill? P.et you a dollar I did."
replied.
To'
the
Colonel
’
s
amazement
imiHirtant factor in tin- situation. The
I have title to everything—
regret but there was no bint of despair
rying need of the country was a feeder
yet,"
or luart-break now.
to some txanscontinqatal railroad. By
“How I do have to dig for good
Bryce, who up to this moment had
reason of natural barriers, Humboldt
refrained from discussing his father’s news! Then It appears we still have
county was not easily accessible to the
misfortunes, drew the old man a little a business; indeed, we may always
have a business, for tlie very fact that
outside, world ^except from tlie sea.
closer to his side.
anil even tliis^gvenue of ingress and
it is going hut not quite gone implies
‘‘W'liflt's wrong with your eyes, pal?"
a doubt as to its ultimate departure,
egress would hp closed for days at a
he queried. He did not 'often address
and perhaps we may yet scheme a
stretch when (lie hatbor
harbor ba
liar was on
his parent, after the fashion of most
a rampage. \tllh the exeepption of a
way to retain it. If we can save
sons, as “Father,” “Pad," or “Pop,"
live
strip of level, fertile laud, perliaps
i>e
enough out of the wreck Io Insure
They were closer to each other than
you your customary home comforts. 1
and
long and
miles
wide
nus
tliirty
miles
that, and a rare sense of perfect com
shan't cry, partner. I have a profes
contiguous to (lie seacoast, the heavily
radeship found expression, on Bryce’s
sion to fall back on. Yes, sirree. 1
timbered moiinfalns to tlie north, east,
part. In such salutations as “pal,”
onn^t sheep-skin, and It says I’m an
anil
south rendered the building of a
“partner” and, infrequently,
"old
electrical and civil engineer."
railroad that would conm-qt Humboldt
sport.”
"What!"
county with the outside world a pro
“Cataracts, son,” his father answer
"1 said It. An electrical and civil
foundly difficult and expensive task.
ed. "Merely the penalty of old age."
engineer. Slipped one over on you a!
“Don't worry. Dad. It will come,’
“But can’t something be’done about
college, John Cardigan, when all the
Bryce assured his father. “It's bound
it?” demanded Bryce. “Can't they be
time you thought I was having a good
to."
cured somehow or other?”
time.”
"Yes, but not in my day. And when
“Certainly they can. But I shall
"Bu-bu-but------ ”
It conies, a stranger may own your
have to wait until they are completely
"It drives me wild to have a man
San Hedrin timber and reap the re
matured &nd I have become completely
sputter at me. I’m an electrical and
ward of my lifetime of labor.”
blind; then a specialist will perform
civil engineer. I tell you. aud my two
Again a silence fell between them,
Mi operation on my eyes, and in ail
years of travel have been spent study
broken presently by tlie old man
probability my sight will be restored
ing the installation and construction
“That was a mistake—logging in the
for a few years. However, I haven't
of big plants abroad."
San Hedrin,1’ he observed. "I had my
given the matter a great deal of con
"My dear boy I
And you’ve got
lesson that first year, but I didn't
sideration. And I am about ready to
your degree?"
heed it. If 1 . had abandoned my
quit now. I'd like to, in fact; I'm
"Partner, I have a string of letters
camps there, pocketed my pride, paid
tired.”
after my name like the tail of a
Colonel Pennington two dollars for
“Oh, but you can't quit until you’ve
Ids Squaw creek timber, and rebuilt
seen your redwoods again," Bryf-e re comet.”
“You comfort me," the old man
"I Told You He Was Different”
my old logging road, I would have
minded him. “I suppose it’s been a
answered simply. "1 have reproached
been safe to-day. But I was stubborn
long time siuce you’ve visited tlie
myself with the thought that I reared she did not appear at ail amused.
I’d played the game so long, you
Valley of the Giants; your long exile
you with tlie sole tliouglit of making “Bryce Cardigan is a inau with the
from the wood-goblins has made you a
know—I didn't want to let that man
heart
and
soul
of
a
boy,
and
I
tiling
a lumberman out of you—and when
Pennington outgame me. It's hard to
trifle gloomy. I’m afraid.”
1 saw your lumber business slipping it was mighty sweet of him to share
teacli nn old dog new tricks, and lie
John Cardigan nodded.
“I haven’t
bis pie with me. If he had sent roses,
through iny fingers------ ”
sides, I was obsessed with the need
seen them Ip a year and a half, Bryce.
1
should
have
suspected
him
of
trying
"You were sorry I didn’t have a
of protecting your heritage from at
Last time I was up, I slipped between
to
‘
rush
’
me,
but
the
fact
that
he
sent
profession to fall back on, eh? Oi
tack ill any direction.”
the logs on that old skid-road and
were you fearful lest you had raised a blackberry pie proves that he's Just
like to broke my old fool neck.”
John Cardigan straightened up in
the usual rich man’s son? If the a natural, simple, sane, original citi
“Pal, It wasn't fair of yob to make
his chair and laid tlie tip of his rig'll
zen
—
Just
tlie
kind
of
person
a
girl
latter, you did not compliment me, pal.
me stay away so long. If I had only
index finger in tlie center of tlie palm
I've never forgotten how hard you al can have for a dear friend without
known—If I had remotely suspected
Incurring the risk of having to marry of ids left hand. "Here was tlie sit
ways
strove
to
impress
me
with
a
n
nation, Bryce: Tlie center of my
sense of the exact weight of my him."
“You’d have spoiled everything—of
palm represents Sequoia; tlie ends if
The
Colonel
noticed
a
cnlm
little
responsibility -as your successor."
course. Don’t scold me, son. You're
my lingers represent tlie Sun Hedrin
"How big are you now?” Ills father smile fringing her generous mouth.
all I have now, and I couldn’t bear to
He wished lie could tell, by intuition timber twenty miles south. Now, it
queried suddenly.
send for you until you’d had your
what
she was thinking about—and the railroad built in from the .south,
“Well, sir," Bryce answered, for his
fling." His trembling old hand crept
what
effect
a hot wild-blackberry pie you would win. But if it built in from
over and closed upon his boy’s hand, father's pleasure putting aside his was ultimately tc have upon the value Grant’s Pass, Oregon, on tlie north
normal
modesty,
"I'm
six
feet
two
so firm but free from signs of toil.
of his minority holding in tlie I.tguna from tlie base of my hand, the terminus
“It was my pleasure, Bryce,” he con Inches tall, and I weigh two hundred Grande Lumber company.
of tlse line would he Sequoia, twenty
*****
*
*
tinued. "and you wouldn’t deny me pounds in tlie pink of condition. 1
miles from your timber in tlie San
my choice of sport, would you? Re have a forty-elglit-lnch chest, with five
Not until dinner was finished and Hedrin watershed 1”
and
a
half
Inches
chest-expansion,
and
member, lad, I never had a boyhood;
Bpce nodded, “In which event,"
My father and son had repaired to the
I never hod a college education, and a reach as long as a gorilla's.
library for their coffee and cigars did he replied, “wo would be in much the
the only real travel I have ever had underpinning is good, too; I’m not one Bryce Cardigan advert to tlie subject same position with our San Hedrin
was when I worked my way around of these fellows with spidery legs and of his father's business affaire.
timber as Colonel Pennington Is witli
I can do a hundred
Cape Horn as a foremast hand, and a barrel-chest.
“Well, John Cardigan,” lie dpclnred his Squaw creek timber.
We would
yards
in
ten
seconds;
I'm
no
slouch
till I saw then was water and hard
comfortably. “Suppose you start at have the comforting knowledge thin
ships; all I’ve seen since Is my little of a swimmer; and at Princeton they the beginning and tell me everything we owned it and paid taxes on it Inn
world here in Sequoia and in San say I made football history.”
.fight to the end. George Sen Otter couldn't do a dad-burned thing with
"That Is very encouraging, roy boyFrancisco.”
Informed me that you’ve been having It 1”
"You’ve sacrificed enough—too much very. Ever do any boxing?"
trouble with this Johnny-come-lutely,
“Right you are! Tlie thing to do,
"Quite a little. I'm fairly up In the
—for me. Dad.”
Colonel Pennington. Is he the tuan then, as I viewed tlie situation. Bryce,
manly
art
of
self-defense.
”
"It pleased me to give you all the
who lias us where the hair Is short?" was to acquire a body of timber north
The old man wagged his head ap
advantages I wanted and couldn't af
The old man nodded.
of Sequoia and be prepared for either
ford until I was too old and too busy provingly, and they had’reached the
"The Squaw creek timber deal, eh?” eventuality. And this 1 did.”
to consider them. Besides, it was gate of the Cardigan home before he Bryce suggested.
Silence again descended upon them;
your mother's wish. And you have spoke again. "There’s a big buck
Again the old man nodded.
"You and Bryce, gazing Into the open fire
woods-boss
up
In
Pennington's
camp,"
enjoyed your little run, haven’t you?”
wrote me all about that,” Bryce con place, recalled an event in that period
he remarked Irrelevantly.
"He’s a
he concluded wistfully.
tinued. “You had him blocked which of his father's activities: Old Bill
French
Canadian
Imported
from
north
"I have. Dad.” Bryce’s great hand
ever way he turned—so effectually Henderson had come tip to tlieir house
ern
Michigan
by
Colonel
Pennington.
closed over the back of his father’s
blocked. In fact, that the only pleas to dinner one night, mid quite sud
I
dare
say
he's
the
only
man
In
this
neck; he shook the old man with
ure he has derived from his Invest denly, in tlie midst of his soup, the
mock ferocity. . “Stubborn old lumber country who measures up to you phys ment slave Is the knowledge tfiat he
ically.
He
cap
fight
with
his
fists
jack!" he chided.
owns two thousand acres of timber
John Cardigan shook with an In and wrestle quite cleverly, I’m told. with the exclusive right to pay taxes
ARTHUR L. ORNE
His
name
is
Jules
Rondeau,
and
he
’
s
ward chuckle, for the loving abuse his
on It, walk in It, look at It and admire
Insurance
boy had formed a habit of heaping on top dog among the lumberjacks. They It—In fact, do everything except log
trim never failed to thrill him.
In say he’s tlie strongest man in the It, mill It, and realize on his invest
Suaaeator
ta A. J. Eraklaa A Ca.
He unlatched the gate.
stinctively Bryce had realized that county."
ment. It must make him feel like a
417
MAIN
STREET
: : ROCKLAND. MAINI
tonight obvious sympathy copiously "Folks used to say that about me bally Jackass."
once,
”
he
continued
wistfully.
"Ah
expressed was not the medicine for
“On the other hand." his father re
his-father’s bruised spirit,; hence he If I could have my eyes to sea yon
EDWARD K. GOULD
meet
Jules
Rondeau!
”
elected to regard tlie latter’s blindness
Those small ads in The CourierThe front portal of the quaint old Gazette are read by every body. That
as a mere temporary annoyance, some
Attorney at Law
thing to be considered Lightly, if al Cardigan residence opened, and a s why they are so popular and
silver-haired lady came out on the effective.
CORNER TILLSON AVE. 41* MAIN CTREE!
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old fox had glared across at his hos
and bellowed:
"John, 1 hear you've bought si:
thousand acres up In Township nine
Going to log it or hold it for Invest
ment?”
"It was a good buy,” Cardigan ha<
replied enigmatically; "so 1 though
I'd better take It at the price. 1 sup
pose Bryce will log it some day."
Then 1 wish Bryce wasn't such i
hoy, John. See here, now, neighbor
I’ll 'fess up, I took Hint money Pen
nington gave me for my Squaw creel
timber mid put it back Into redwooi
lu Township nine, slum-hung ill
against your holdings there.
John
I'd build a mill ftn tidewater if youi'
sell me a site, and I’d log my titubei
if------”
"I'll sell you a mill-site. Bill, ami 1
won't stab you to the heart, either
Consider that settled,”
■Tnat's bully, John; hut still, you
only dispose of part of my troubles
There’s twelve miles of logging-road
to build to get my logs to tlie mill, ami
I haven't enough ready money to make
the grade. Better throw in with me
John, and we’ll build tlie road and
operate it for our joint interest."
•I’ll not thRow in witli you. Bill, at
my time of life. 1 don't want to have
the worry of building, maintaining,
and operating twelve miles of private
railroad.
But I'll loan you—flic
money you need to build and equip
tlie road. In reitini you are to
shoulder all the grief and worry of
the road am! give me a ten-year con
tract at a dollar and a half per thous
and feet, to haul my logs down to
tidewater witli your own. My mini
mum haul will tie twenty-five million
feet annually, ami my maximum fifty
million------ "
"Sold!" cried Henderson. And it
was even so.
Bryce came out of Ids reverie. "And
now?” lie queried of his father.
“I mortgaged tlie San Hbilrib tint
her in the sosth to buy tlie timber In
the north, my son; then after I com
menced logging in my new holdings,
came several long, lean years of famine,
the market dragged in tlie doldrums,
and Bill Henderson died, and his hoys
got discouraged, and ----- ”
A sudden lliisli of inspiration illumi
nated Bryce Canllgan's brain. "And
they sold out to Colonel Pennington,
he cried.
“Exactly. The Colonel ton!; over
my contract witli llendprson's com
pany, along witli tlie oilier assets, and
it was incumlient upon him, ns as
signee, to fulfill tlie contract. For tlie
past two years tlie market for redwood
lias been most gratifying, and if 1
could only have gotten a maximum
supply of logs over Pennington's road.
I'd have worked out of tl«e hole
hof----- ” ‘
,
"He manages to hold you to a mini
mum annual liauibf twenty live million
feet, eli?"
Joiin Cardigan nodded, "lie claims
he's short of rolling-stock—that wrecks
and tires lutve embarrassed (lie road.
He can always.find excuses for falling
to spot in logging trucks for Cardigan's
logs."
"What does Colonel Pennington
want, panl?"
"lie wants.'’ said John Cardigan
slowly, "iny Valley of Hie Giants and
a right of .way ilirouali my land from
tlie vatlev to u log uai.ni on dee],
tinier.

"And you' refWs-e.l him?”
- "Naturally. You know my ideas on
that big timber’-" llis old head sank
low on his breast. "Polks call tl.cni
Cardigan's icilwooils now." lie mur
mured.
"«'ar»l’gall’s redwoods—ami
Pennington would cut them! Oh,
Brvce, tlie man hasn't a soul 1”
“But I fail to see what the loss of
Cardigan's redwoods has to do tvitii
the impending ruin of tlie Cardigan
Redwood Lumber company," Ids son
reminded him. “We have nll’llie tim
her we want.’’
"My ten-year contract lias hut one
more year to run, mid recently J tried
to get Pennington to renew it. He
was very nice and sociable, but—lie

1

%£ ManWho Works
with mind, or muscle,
needs that sturdy
blend of wheat and
malted barley—

Giape’Nuts
Concentrated nour
ishment of pleasing
flavor at low cost.

SOLD BY GROCERS
EVERYWHERE
Maclety Postum Cereal Co. Inc., Battle Creek,Mich.

This is FertilizerYear
HERE is a strong probability that
next year’s crops will be short when
compared with those of 1920. The far
sighted farmer will plan to get the great
est advantage from high prices, that are
sure to follow, and insure greater yields
by using larger applications of ESSEX
Fertilizers on his money crops.
ESSEX Fertilizers mean economic pro
duction because they are made from Bone,
Blood and Meat Meal, mixed with agri
cultural chemicals, and high-grade Pot
ash imported direct by us from Germany.
They provide plant nourishment con
stantly from seeding time until the end
of the growing season, and supply plant
food that is available—specially adapted
to your crops.
ESSEX Organic Fertilizers are thor
oughly dependable. Their quality insures
results in terms of profitable yields. Order
your supply today.

T

ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch of Contolidated Rendering Company

Massachusetts

Boston

T?CC17V
JErdlWA,

ORGANIC ,
FERTILIZERS
r • A1 the? Sign of
North Nation a I Bank;
“--I
!
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Our biggest asset is the good will

of our customers and we sincerely
value the business you have given us

—May your New Year be Bigger,
Better and Busier than ever before.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

3

1920

U. S. DEPOSITORY OF POSTAL SAVINGS

Member Federal Reserve Bank
Open Saturday Evenings From 7 Until 9

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

I. L. SNOW CO.

"I’ll

Give That Man Pennington
Run for His’ Money.”

a

named me a freight-rate for a renewal
of the contract for five years, of three
dollars per thousand feet. That rate
is prohibitive and puts us out of busitiess.”

We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
Build and repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyacetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
We have a large slock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
Boiler Plates.
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

1. L. SNOW CO.
Rockland, Maine

DAY PHONE .61-

NIOHT PHONE 741-W.

(To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
copies can be supplied.)

AMBULANCE CALLS

Telephone that item of news to Thej
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It.

With careful and experienced men In
charge, gives prompt attention. We
Use the utmost cjire and good Judg
ment In handling all cases.

Stomach Weak?
Strengthen your stomach and banish
indigestion; Mi-O-Na is guaranteed hv
Kittredge Pharmacy to do it or money
back.
T-3t

A. C MOORE
PIANO TUNER
With tka Malaa Null. Com»..»
RESIDENCE TELEPHONE, XM-2. ROCKPORT

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
I

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

<1

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Professionals, Business Caitt

IS 73, BUT NEVER

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
out?" And each night she sought tier
Trains Leave Rockland for
Louis XVI lied convinced that there
Eastern Standard Time
SAW ITS EQUAL
Inez, Beulah and Thurley Hocking
wasn't. Perhaps if there had been
Augusta, A$7 00a. in., 17.30 a. m.,11.10 p. in.
PAUL M. STEVENS
left recently for Worcester, Mass.
no
Billy
in
the
background,
It
would
Bangor
Aj7.00a.
m. 17.30 a. in . tl.lOp. m.
Home, James!
Fred Wall left for New York Satur
Bath. A§7,00a.m.. t7.30a.in., 11.10 p.m. A|4.3C
have
been
easier,
although
slip
felt
Public Accountant
p m., t4.35 p m
day, after spending the holidays with Burlington Man Says Tanlac
that she could never have loved Court
Boston . A J7.00 a m . 17.30a. m.. +1 10 p. m.
Audits
his parents.
Brunswick
.
§7.00
a.
m..
17.30
a.
in
,
1
1.10
p.
m..
ney.
Has Completely Restored
Systems
Capt. 'and Mrs. F. K. Torrey were
14.35 p. m
Only, If she couldn’t have Billy,
Lewiston. A87.00 a m . 17.30 a m., 11.10 p ra.
Federal Income Tax Reports
guests of Mrs Robert Wood Saturday
New York , 14.35 p. m.
His Health—Feels Fine.
Courtney did ns well as any other.
156*12~‘“ Tel.” 290
and Sunday.
Portland. A§7.00 a. in.. f7.30a. nt., 1110 p. m.. Rockland, Me.
By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD
He was older than she, hut she hud 14.35 p ni.
Mrs. Mills, assistant at the telephone
Waterville.
A
§7
00
a.
m..
17.30
a^
*z
.
\20
p.
in.
always known him. A few years ago
office, has been ill for a few’ days.
“In all the seventy-three years of
Woolwich. §7.00 a tn . |7.3O a.
>'*•. Drs. T. L & Ruth McBeatb
William Orne was a New Years
he had been engaged to a woman who §4.30? m., 14.35 p m.
ny life I have never seen such a mediguest of Mrs. F. ft. Erickson.
,(cj; 1,29. by McClure Kewbpdper Syndicate. I had quite suddenly and inexplicably t Daily . excep t Sunday.
j Sunday only.
Osteopathic Physicians
Passengers provide own ferriage t<twe-n Wool
Several of the village people attend ine as Tanlac,” said Nelson Larmay,
married somebody else. And Virginia A'icb
iu
M UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Old
Mrs.
Gardner,
autocratic
arbiter
and
Bath
ed the Orange installation Friday of 105 North Ave., BurTington, Yt.
HOURS: #:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. M.
*
' CUANANTEED
*
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
of tlie social destinies of three counties fancied that, on the whole, he cared
evening at Wiley’s Corner.
“For two or three years before I took
0>20-20 V.P & Gen i Mgr. Gen I Passenger Agt EVENINGS A SUNDAYS RY APPOINTMENT
no
more
for
her
than
she
did
for
him.
and
a
woman
of
tremendous
will,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkin were
TELEPHONE 13*
1-tf
Tanlac I was in a badly run-down con bent upon her niece a frown of dis It was evidently for them both just a
.n Rockland recently.
dition.
I
never
felt
hungry
and
the
“
suitable
marriage."
Clarence Rawley is confined to the
approval. "Virginia,” she said crisply,
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Three days before the wedding, Vir
house with a bad cold.
little 1 forced myself to eat caused gas “.voir are seeing altogether too much of
VINALHAVEN
A. J. Raw-ley and Albert Slingsby to form, with sharp pains and such j that—that impecunious Mr. Barrows— ginia begged a respite from dinner
0«e»: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Steamboat Co.
made a business trip to White Head
OfflM Hour,: I to 3 and 7 to > P. M.
awful spells of palpitation 1 could 'and not euougfi of Courtney Van dances and bridal luncheons, pleading
Miss Albra Gross left Saturday for last week.
tlie need for rest to look her best on
i Breck.”
Roildanc* until t A. M. and by AdOOlatnMl
hardly
breathe.
Boston.'
E. M. Tucker, superintendent of
The direct route between
Virginia, perched on the arm of the tlie great day. Aunt Julia finally ROCKLAND,
Albert Carver returned Monday to schools, spent his Christmas vacation
I suffered from constipation and
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. TELEPHONES: Ratldtsaa. 41-4; Oflaa, 14*.
yielded and packed Virginia off to a
Boston Vniverscity to resumem his with his mother and sister.
chair
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aunt's,
regarded
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had spells of dizziness, when I could
SWAN'S ISLAND
studies.
George Andrews lias had the tele hardly stand up and everything turned that lady thoughtfully. So nothing quiet little Inn In tlie Berkshire* with
Eliza Patterson returned Saturday phone put in his residence. The num black before me. My nerves were so could escape those eagle eyes! 'What tlie elderly woman who acted as maid.
DR. LAWRY
to i Somerville, Mass., where she is ber js 4-21.
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
upset the least noise would make me are your objections to that—that Air. She even agreed not to tell Courtney
*3 Oak Btraal
teaching.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington
Shirley and Elwin Tabbutt, who have jump. At night I rolled and tossed by Barrows, Aunt Julia?” she asked of tier niece’s “hiding place,” figuring,
Miss Lettie Carter, who has been the been visiting relatives in Thomaston, the hour and never felt fit for work
and Swan’s Island.
perhaps,
that
it
was
a
girlish
wiiiui
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; quietly.
guest of Bertha Miller, returned Frl have returned home.
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
when I got up In the morning.
Until CM a. a.
I "No money!” snapped her aunt. more easy lo gratify than most.
day to Southwest Harbor.
m.
for
Stonington.
North
Haven,
Vinal

Charles Rawley is having what was
“My legs were >so badly crippled with
i to 4 a. in.: 7 to * *. >.
Quiet ilie inn In the Berkshire* cer
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Victor Green has returned to Boston known as the G. W. Rawley hall built rheumatism I could hardly walk and my . "How could a girl like you, my denr
haven and Rockland.
University, having spent Christinas over into a summer hotel, which is back hurt like it would break. All my ' Virginia, think of inarryiqg a man tainly was nt that time of tlje season
W. 8. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
with his father, R. F. Green.
DR. A. W. FOSS
Especially when —but not so utterly forsaken that
much needed, in this place.
Weston strength left me, and I felt faint and i with no money?
Sarah Smith returned from Gorham Rivers, the boss-workman, is assisted tired all the time and just dragged my ! Courtney Is ready to lay his millions occasional motoring parties did not
ti
Friday and is the guest of Mrs. Betsy by A. T. Davis and Herbert Piersons. self about the house.
roll up tlie winding, graveled drive for
1 at your feet."
Toiman for a few weeks.
ROCKLAND.
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Frank Morris and Myron Wiley went
‘I took Tanlac on the recommenda
SMALLEY’S
Virginia slipped down from the quiet chicken dinners in its famous
Donald Patterson left Saturday for to Rockland Thursday for shingles for tion of a friend, and I certainly struck
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grill.
chair.
"It
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he
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Rockland to attend the banquet at the Charles Rawley.
it right, for the medicine has rid me It?" she acquiesced anil, as though
Such a party arrived one day as
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Thorndike Hotel. Monday evening he
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Henry Allen who has been spending of my troubles entirely. I have gained
Virginia came down tlie stairs. Face
borne
on
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aunt's
smile
of
satis

fore returning to Bowdoin College.
the holidays at home returned to He eight pounds in weight, work hard
to face, she met them—Courtney and
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
Milverd Smith has returned to Bur bron Monday.
C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
every day ahd feel fine all the time. faction, went slowly from tlie room.
dette College, after spending the
Beyond tlie read! of her aunt's eyes. tlie woman to whom lie had (nice been
Tanlac is the only medicine I have ever
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engaged
—
and
Ihe
tender
regar^gnf
tlie
Christmas recess with his parents, Mr.
General Medicine
run across that does all they say it Virginia leaned against one of tlie
Mrs. Grace McKenzie has gone to
and Mrs. Hibberd Smith.
will.”
tinted pillars of the hall and drew a glance which Virginia Interrupted,
35 Limerock Street
Marion Black left Friday to resume Boston to visit her daughter for a few
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner deep breath. Money—money—money 1 left no doubt of tlie feeling lie still
Making two trips daily, leaving Hotel
weeks.
her teaching at Bedford, Mass.
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entertained.
Drug Store; in Washington by F. L. That was all she ever heard.
Rockland, calling at the Thorndike Hotel at
Charles Rose of Springfield, Mass.,
James Ross returned from Hallowell
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Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Virginia
stood
stock
still.
For
a
Surrounded by tlie environment
left Saturday for his home. His wife
Friday.
Leaving Windsrr Hotel, Belfast at 10:30
Hopkins, and by the leading druggists
that money gives, clothed in liand- minute tlie silence thundered. Then,
Friends of Mrs. Charles Clark of will stay a few weeks longer with her in every town.—adv.
A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
DR. F. B. ADAMS
st Itched fabrics and lustrous silks ami wltli an unuttered lint heart-felt
Worcester, Mass., formerly of Vlnal- parents.
Service will continue as long as the auto
can get through.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Allen and Cyn
havPn, will be glad to know that she
marvelous furs wortli a king's ransom “Thank heaven!” on tier lips, tlie girl
Offlu
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Is improving from an operation per- thia Elwell spent New Years with Mrs.
in olden days, attending dunces and turned away, her head high.
Ollie, Hoar,, until 1 I. a.; I to 4 4 7 to I , *
•aaaiMii
f rined at lianneinan Hospital of that E. E. Allen.
Three
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later
tlie
Gardner
dinner* and fetes whose success was
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Miss Marguerite Condon is a guest of
city.
determined by tlie lavishuess of ex limousine drove slowly out of tlie ivyT. E. Libby left Friday for Boston, her mother for a few’ days.
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covered gateway of tlie Gardner resi
penditure,
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felt
at
times
that
Naomi Chapter O. E. S. held a pub
lie Valois Cotumandery conferred the
Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
dence on Ridgely road. Severely erect
she Jvas smothered by It all.
Templar degree on George A. Lawry lic installation Thursday evening at
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an
uncom

DR. J. C. HILL
For not one cent of it belonged to
Masonic hall. A goodly number at
Friday evening.
BERRY’S TRANSFER
her. In days gone by, so long gone by promising figure who looked nsknnee
Ambrose Peterson, superintendent tended and all report a pleasant even
By HOWARD L. RANN
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
of the Electric Light Plant, has re ing. The officers for the ensuing year
that her nunt never mentioned them, through the window as the scenery
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cently installed electric lights in his ire: Worthy Matron, Alice Murphy:
Julia Gardner had been plain Julia unrolled—first elm-shaded drives, then
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Worthy Patron. Ernest Rawley; Asso
home.
pavements, then a succession of Ir
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LIFE
In front of one of the,se Ihe machine
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Associate Conductress, Josephine Tab- IN erattion which requires more tact
Southbridge, Mass.
caine slowly to a stop. "I shall he
and finesse than discussing war wltli a
The young people have enjoyed butt; Chaplain, Olive Sheerer: Mar
Dentist
here oniv a few minutes." tlie lady Great Spanish Explorer First Sighted
skating on the Sanborn -Arey ice pond shall. Edith Thomas; Organist, Har total stranger. When a lialiy Is born
ORTHODONTIA (itrai,htonln( total
said as she alighted. “Then you may
the Pacific Ocean on September
during the past week.
riet Rawley; Ada, Emma Torrey; Ruth Into the home It is carefully weighed
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
drive to Mnie. Pritchard's."
25, 1513.
The pupils of Vinalhaven High Mabel Rose; Esther, Nina Leach; Mar by tlie proud father, who always
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School danced the Old Year out and tha, Blanch Simmons; Electa, Nannie throws in a couple of pounds for good
She walked up the irregular path
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the Xew Year in at Town hall Friday Allen; Sentinel, William Hastings. In uiwisure. after which tlie entire family
marked with borders of candytuft.
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she
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• Bernice Vinal has returned to Bos sisted by (Hive Sheerer, chaplain, Fan will begin to Inuit around for a name
At that instant the door was flung expanse of tlie Pacific ocean, remarks
MEDICAL EXAMINER WITHIN AND FOB
ton after the Christmas recess.
nie Mortis, marshall. A light lunch that will satisfy everybody until tlie
open. “Auntie!” cried a radiant Vir tlie l.os Angeles Times. It was gained
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tiaC, R. I., where she is teaching.
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ever.
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tlie isthmus of Darien. Four days
Mary Wood, who spent the holiday chestra furnished the music.
Under our present mode of govern
Malo Street Tolopbooo 3M.
within. “Aunt Julia has come to see later, on the 29th, he reached tlie
in Stonington, returned Saturday.
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ment tlie Imhy Is not consulted about
US'"’'
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw, sons
slopes himself and stood waist deep
its name, hut is obliged to accept any
Blanchard and Alfred, and daught
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Under the Jubilant welcome of the In tlie waters. He called It tlie Great
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
combination
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letters
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Rita, returned Saturday to Rockland,
tali, smillng-eyed man and tlie effer South sea and he took formal posses
Diseases of the Eye;
While in town they were guests of M
At the annual meeting and election an old maid nunt in good humor.
vescing, chattering Virginia. Aunt Ju sion in ilie name of the king of Spain,
and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw.
of officers of Mt. Pleasant Grange Dec Sometimes tlie lialiy Is named after an
Refractions, Etc.
lia thawed a bit. Ilow well tlie girl after tlie manner of Ilie old-time ex
5. the following officers were elected: ancestor who was an advocate of sim
was looking.
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plorers. That was Ilie big dny In.
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ford,
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John
Andrews,
Lee
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cognomen
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Il
follows
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Rotlrtonce, 21 Fulton Street Tol. Ml-J.
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ginia, who was doing the honors, "at World as a stowaway and lie attained
Office telephone 493-W.
Hirer; P. F. Men.field, Steward; El down to old age. Then also it is quite
least, we call It a kitchen because it tlie title of admiral of Ilie Pacific and
mer Keller. Assistant Steward; Mrs pnpillnr lo hunt through the Bible for
Hapt. F. f,.'Maloney recently killed a Louise Dunbar. Chaplain; F. L. <S'ni
has a sink. And this is the den and governor of Panama. 5et four years
DAVIS & STURM
spring pig which weighed 300 pounds inons, Treasurer. F. S. Philbrook, Sec tlie Correct spelling of Jerelmam, and
very Important because It Is where later tie was executed In tlie puliilc
after
lids
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determined
tlie
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Is
Chiropractors
Almon Toiman had one that tipped the retary; Maynard Brown. Gatekeeper:
Billy practices the wonderful editor square nt Acla on a trumped-up charge
scales at 316 and .Richard Davis at Mrs. Annie Brown, Ceres; Mrs. Alice riveted to it and compelled Io go
ials lie is going to write some day. of treason. Balboa was an adventurer
Palmer School Graduate*
Pleasant Point had one that weighetl Merrifield, Pomona; Mildred l-Jeald
Isn't It so, Billy? You know lie isn't with tlie passions of Ihe gambler, the 400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
358.
Flora; Edith Herinton, Lady Assistant
'.u*mc ta- moi*!
with thp 'Courier' now. He’s got
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W. R. Uedkett of Baltimore, Md„ is Steward.
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Geyer.
Get the lemon,’ in tlie Ice box, dear, sight. He was a regular scout and now
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carries the home news of Knox county
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and
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”
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and
Physician and X-Ray Operatoi
EevouiTion’
Friends of Cnpt. fllram Chadwick to every State in the Union and to
An hour Inter, Mrs.’.Tulia Gardner a guarded liny named after him. It
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and Mrs. Jennie (Maloney) Chadwick many foreign lands.
iigqin sat back In her richly upliol would lie very proper to call ilie Iasi
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both of this town. were pained to, learn
stored car. She lind missed tier fit week In September Ballioa week In
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and
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meeting
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tlie
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for
from
tlie
discovery
son Quentin, who passed away Friday
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Uplift Committee. But there was still to tlie possession of the Pacific four
“Love in a Cottage!” She Sniffed.
after a long and painful illness. Sin
time
for
Mrs,
Delaharre's
iijms
I<
ale
cere sympathy is extended to Them at
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Brown, Then slie had been courted and a moment at the Cargill telT Then days elapsed.
this time.
E. B. SILSBY, Burgoon
by
a
fairly
well-to-do
but
unprepos

It’s too much to try to work every
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Maloney and two
home and dinner and tlie opefia ami, Peculiarities of Stature.
—<nd—■
sessing man much older than herself. after all, what did she do witli life
children spent Christmas in Thomas day against a constant, (lull backache,
X-RAY Operator
Stature depends q good deal on cli
She bad married him and jlmost si liut go on—and on—and on—
ton with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. or sudden darting pain in the small of
the back. Be rid of it. Try Do'an’s
11 BVMMER STREET, ROCXLARR
Warren Mank.
multaneously he had made a fortune
She leaned forward to the speak mate. Tlie Bushmen live In tlie great
TELEPHONE 12S
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney Jr. spent Kidney Pills. Your neighbors recom
ami died. His wife reaped tlie bene ing tube, wearily. "Home, James,’ Kalahari desert, the tall Polynesians
eo.ne
Christmas In Thomaston with her par mend them. Ask your neighbor.
on the Pacific Islands, and enjoy all
fitshe
said.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. David Wallace.
Lewis H. Gray, police officer, 12 Hill
tlie advantages nature can bestow. DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
When Virginia’s parents, sudden vic
Mrs. John Taylor and John Jr., of St., Rockland, says: “I have suffered Under Our Present Form of Govern,
Tlie
Hottentots, of the same race as
tims
of
an
epidemic,
had
died
within
ment the Baby Is Not Consulted.
Thomaston are in town guests of Mr. for a long time from kidney complaint.
Provincialisms.
Dentist
tlie Bushmen, but Inhabiting more fer
three days of eacii other, a sense of
and Mrs. V. IL Taylor.
My hack became weak and lame and
In the provincial language of Rhode tile country, are appreciably taller.
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led
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to
have
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tiny
Theron Crouse and son
Clarence, It was very painful for me to stoop through life explaining to curious
Island are many humorous expressions,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel
On tlie higher ground tlie people are
have moved back to their farm here.
over to pick up anything. At times I friends that lie was not old enough to baby carried to the stalely residence
on Ridgely road, and there Virginia one of which is tlie following para nstially shorter, so that tlie Swiss and X-RAY aid DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
Kail Miller of Thomaston was in was so had I couldn't attend to my prevent it.
phrase of a familiar adage: -Thera’s central Europeans gtnerally are stocky
M-tf
town last week.
work. I tried numerous remedies but
(hie of the greatest pleasures in life had grown up.
.Mrs. l.rt:ia Killeran and Mrs. Flor nothing gave me relief until I began is to lie presented with a set of twills
“After all she’s done for inp I just many a slip between ilie upper lip ami rather than tall. Sometimes stature
ence Geyer have been in Friendship re using Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Since I and linn try to locate a pair of long- can't disregard her wishes." tlie girl tlie dipper.”
varies witli tlie class of men. Early DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Deception Is characterized by ilie emigrants to America before tilings
cently assisting their sister, Mrs. learned about them I have used them
told herself forlornly. "But I don't
meter
names
for
them.
Nearly
all
Dentist
Hiram Chadwick.
whenever my kidneys have troubled
want Courtney and his millions—I idioms, “Skullduggery,” “Shenanigan" were made easy by tlie steamship com
Miss Emily Perry of North Apjtleton me and they have quickly relieved me. twins are given names that sound us
and "hornswoggle.” To attack ........
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always
taller
Ilian
tlie
want
Billy
and
his
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dollars
a
col

closed a successful term of fourteen making me fe« 1 like a different person.” iiincli alike as possible. thus making it
jeet forcibly is to go at it "full chisel” races from which they had sprung.
Akavo Hutton-Tuttle Book Stem
an easy mailer io tell them apart after umn !”
weeks in District 6 last Thursday. This • Statement given July 17, 1911.)
Yet three days later Billy, white- or “hell bent for election" and to he They were picked men, full of physical Phone 49S*M. Office Hours: 9 to 12 ootf I to I
is Miss Perry's fourth term in this
On August 27, 1920 Mr. Gray said: .hey have been identified by ilie |ia
lipped, received his answer. "She's thrifty is to be “forehanded.” if one vigor and courage. Stature varies also
school and she has proven herself a “The testimony I made in 1911 still ■cuts.
L. W. BENNER
most successful teacher.
holds good. I can't recommend a bet
given
me everything," fullered Vir Is indisposed, It Is possible that his according to profession. About half
If tlie lialiy Is n hoy. tlie mother nl
liver may lie “outer killer” and one tlie professional and ecclesiastical
Schools in town will reopen Jan. 3, ter remedy than Doan’s Kidney Pills
ways insists upon naming il after the ginia.
—Dealer in—
for an eight weeks term.
for disordered kidneys.
They cured
classes are tall meij. hut only about
Billy looked appraisingly at the who is lazy is a “dolittle-coot."
.Mrs. Ellen Carter is visiting friends me of a severe attack of kidney com rather, which is a splendid arrange Rubens above the mantel, nt the tea
A respected citizen of a hamlet one In ten of tlie cobblers, weavers ami
All Kinds of Real Estate
ment. ns in after life tlie father Is able
In Thomaston.
plaint many years ago.”
.cabinet with its priceless otijets about n dozen miles from Providence tailors rencli the’ height of five feet
Washington Wallace was a holiday
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn io handle alinul four-fifths of tlie son's d'art, at tlie velvet hangings through commented on tlie sudden death of Ids seven Inches.
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North Main St., Rockland
mini ami gel a good, clear Idea of the
guest of his sisters, Mrs. Lauriston Co., Mfrs.. Buffalo, N. Y.
helpmeet recently ns follows: “She
hi-tr
Creamer and Mrs. E. B. Hart.
modern love letter when It lias the which one glimpsed tiled vistas. Then wnn't very rugged and she et wtien
he
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"A
great
deal.
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Dishonesty.
.Mrs. 1). L. Maloney and George Caproper carburetor adjustment. In the
she was het, but 1 guess tlie gals will
E. J. SMITH
zallis werq in Thomaston recently on
Let a bishop appear and members
of a girl haliy It is always better admit," he said, "but not quite every ruggle along somehow.”
business.
magic water case
thing.
”
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lie
was
of Ids church will lie preuthed a great
to pick out a name I hat lias been worn
Real Estate
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for the Christmas recess.
ing clothes, and
Our Civil war saw the drummer hoy, sands of hooks actually worthless re
leave a farm covered wltli ripening al Ibnging to run after him and reiterate
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Tlie first sleighing of the season has
will remove mil
how little tlie money meant to tier, hut he was passing even then. Toward ceive what Is called appreciation liecome.
falfa and red pigs.
how it bad come to seem a dreadful the last of (lie conflict'lie had begun cause they are written by noted men.
dew, iron rust.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
It Is n trying task to name a baby
bogey In her life dictating her actions, to go out. Tlie bugle did tlie business printed h.v noted publishers. You
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Frank Moore and Wilbur Thurston'
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Came tlie lovely month of June. In tion tlie old-time drum. They say tliat humor. We nre actually honest about
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lin was ilie seventeenth child, but lie
Mrs. Cumirtngs at the Common.
Attorney at Law
tlie gardens early roses blossomed on when tlie rhythm, tlie volume ami tlie nothing.—E. W. Howe's Monthly.
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Each morning Virginia woke with no cook nt all spoils tlie disposition.—
Charles West left Saturday for York. MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
Its
lightness,
great
strength
and
noo7"
"I’ve provided 'em,” said the master the thought, “Isn't there some way Boston Transcript.
Miss Harriet Williams left Monday
corroslveness have fitted It especially ROCKLAND
of ceremonies.
morning for Kent's Hill, where she is
Local Dealers
for alrplnne and ship construction.
LOAN AND BUILDING
Every
issue
of
The
Courier-Gazette
“How's that?”
teaching.
Though stated to lie not yet fully de
COBB'S, INC.; JAMESON & BEV
Apostle-Spoons.”
"When I give a signal, previously carries the home news of Knox county
ASSOCIATION
t<X every State in the Union and to
ERAGE. HALL a MELVIN; LAR"Apostle-spoous," called also “go*, veloped. Its varieties offer advantages
agreed upon, the hand will strike up
many foreign lands.
In working as substitutes for steel,
—HAS PAIDRABEEADODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
alp-spoons.
”
were
gilt
spoons
given
by
•The Star-Spangled Banner.”'—Bir
F. O. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
tlie sponsors, or "gossips," to a child brass and aluminum, and can lie cast,
mingham Age-Herald.
5/2
at Its christening. They were io turned, drawn, forged rdlled and
SON, WEBBER’S MARKET and E.
I
Of VALUE In This
stumpeil.
SINCE 1907
called because each spnon had a figure
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINEPRINTING [STABIISHMENT
Efficiency'* Reward.
Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
of
an
apostle
on
the
handle.
WHO
DOES
NOT
ADVERTISE
KEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
Coral.
Efficiency, like virtue, ha* to be It*
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
ton.
A. W. HOOPER, F. S.
own reward and when a man does a
Genuine coral may be red, pink,
SEAVET and L. B. ANTHONY.
Non-Senaational.
Office 407 Main Street
big Job well everybody »ay* anybody
white, blue, yellow, green or black. Hie
Port Clyde.
One secret that Is not common gos last being the rarest and most high
could have done It.—Ohio State Jour- In the Standstill Class
ROCKLANO, MAINE
k
sip Is the secret of success.
ly prized.
MT
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”
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StopthmCough

Rann-dom Reels

CAN’

YOU GET»DOLLAR’S WORTH

FOR EVERY DOLLAR TOE
SPEND HERE

I

LO THE

The Merchant
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Every-Other-Day

WALDOBORO

THOMASTON
Pharlps Carlton who has heen spend
ing several weeks in town lias returned
to Camden.
A. X. Merryman’s roofing crew of
Bangor, composed of Messrs. Riley,
Wood nnd Cameron is in town nnd is
working at the prison.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will meet
at the vestry Wednesday for an allday session with box lunch at noon
and a large attendance desired.
Mr. .and Mrs. George Newcombe and
family returned to WiTtnington Sat
urday, after spendig a week in town.
Miss Annie Jameson returned to
Weston Saturday.
Miss Helen Carr entertained friends
at a New Year’s party Friday evening.
A delicious supper was served at mid
night and the guests played cards dur
ing the evening.
Robert Fillmore has returned from a
two weeks visit with his son in New
Harbor.
.
Mrs. John Creighton and daughter.
Katherine, left Monday for Boston.
Misses Bertha and Arietta Maloney
are visiting at Mrs. Isaac Jameson’s.
Miss Corrinne Maloney is visiting
Mrs. Isaac Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis and fam
ily left Saturday for Taunton. Mass.,
where they will reside for the present.
William Robbins was in town on
furlough last week.
Miss Angelia Upham has returned
from a two weeks visit in Augusta.
• Mrs. Mabel Taylor has returned
from Cushing where she has been
spending a week at the home of Vin
cent Taylor.
Edgar Lineken has returned to Uni
versity of Maine.
Mrs. Ina M. Partridge, who has been
spending the past week in Waldoboro,
has returned home.
Horace Shrader returned Saturday
to Automobile School. Boston, after
spending Christmas wih his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Shrader.
Charles Shorey is in Boston on a
business trip.
Miss Lena Shorey has returned to
University of Maine after the Christ
mas recess.

AUTOMOBILE

TRACTORS

TRUCK
CYLINDERS REGROUND

How to
Live
Common Sense Comments on
Health, Happiness and

I egg shape cylinder plus I round piston equals Power Loss.

Longevity

4 egg shape cylinders plus I round piston equals Enormous Power Loss.
4 round cylinders with mirror-finish plus 4 round pistons with perfect fitting
rings and new wrist pins equals Power.

By GEORGE F. BUTLER.
A. NL. M U.

Uu„rigti itnit. nr i*Mr**ttu**i fria* aut«M

We regrind your Ford Bloc and fit with "LIGHT WEIGHT" pistons—using
Inland Pressure Proof ring and new wrist-pins.

OLD AGE.

]

School began Monday Jan. J. after a
Mr. snd Mrs. Fred Hahn have gone
short Christmas recess.
to East Union to visit relatives.
The funeral of F. A. Perry was held
Miss Rita Robinson return* tn New
nt his home on Friendship street Sun London, Ct„ Monday to resume teach
day, conducted b.v K. L. Deymore. Mr. ing.
Perry has not been enjoying the best
Mrs. Bertha Achorn returned to Liv
of health for a long time, but he was ermore Saturday where she is teaching.
only sick a few houi s before his
Edwin Teague and son Henry, of
Hath were guests of Miss Ijeitlia
death.
E. C. Teague left Tuesday for Au Trciwue over the weekend.
gusta as a representative for the town.j Several members from the Granges
He will be absent about three months. attended Pomona at North Warren
Floyd O. Benner is staying at pres Saturda y.
Miss Jessie Watts has gone to Burent with Dr. and Mrs. Sanborn.
Louis Lovejoy has been in Boston ketlville to teach the winter term of
school.
this week on business.
Fred Oliver is gaining slowly from
Clarence Waltz broke his leg Sgtur-'
day while out skiing.
Two doctors
his recent illness.
Misses Jessie and Faye Keene have were culled lo his assistance.
been guests of Ihelr mother here. Mrs.
Miss Jennie MacDonald returned to
Sanford tills week to resume teaching.
Clara Keene.
Miss Nancy Starrett returned from
Work started at the Button Factory
Monday morning, Jan. 3. for the win New York Saturday.
Hay Robinson returned to Winterter. It is expected that there will be a
port last week, having spent the holi
large crew employed In the spring.
Work has also started at the Shirt days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mansfield Robinson,
Factory after a few days vacation.
Mrs. .1. S. Stevens entertained the
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover,
Copeland family of South Warren Sat
was here over the weekend.
William Shurleflf Ji'., of Lexington, urday evening. They passed a very
Mass., has been the guest of Miss Ann enjoyable evening.
Mrs. Mary Montgomery and Miss Be
Gay.
Myrti'e Benner visited her mother in linda Spear spent New Years in Cam
den with Mrs. Alton Spear.
Warren recently.
We are glad that Mrs. Marshall
hunted up the genealogy of her turkey,
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
as that farm produces such fine ones
carries the home news of Knox county
that everyone wants a second one.
to every State in the Union and to
Miss Hazel Copeland returned Sat
many foreign lands.
urday to Beverly to engage in teach
ing. Bertha Starrett also returned to
Malden.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Gowoll left Fri
day for Poland where they will reside
on a farm.
Mrs. Fannie Wotten is at J. R. Littlehale's at Cornhill.
Lester Young who passed the holi
days In town with his tarnily left Sun
day to join his war ship.

We should welcome the advancing
years as did Fleming In Longfellows
“Hyperion" when lie says: "For my
FORD $20.00
part I ani' happier as 1 grow older.
When I compare my sensations and
HARVEY MACHINE COMPANY
enjoyments now with what they were
ten years ago, the comparison Is vastly
Main Street, Lewiston, Maine.
in favor of the present. Much of the
fever and fretfulncss of life Is over.
The world and I look each other more
calmly In the face. My mind Is more
self-possessed. It has done me good
lo he somewhat parched by the heal
anti dronchetl by the rain of life."
"Take heed unto thyself." may be
CAMDEN
OUR GRANGE CORNER
CONDITION OF FEET
ffildressed to the old man with scarce
Knox Pomona Grange met with
ly less force of application than to tlie
Aubrey Heal Is back with us again
OF
IMPORTANCE young man. Air old man should avoid
White Oak Grange, North Warren, after serving the past six years as
Saturday, when these officers were
all sudden and extreme changes in oc
elected* Master, James L. Dornan, turnkey at the county jail in Rockland.
cupation or modes of life. Regularity
Joseph Brewster returned to Boston
East Union: overseer. S. E. Norwood,
and moderation must be observed.
Warren: lecturer, Mrs. Warren Gard Saturday to resume his studies at Bos Weil-Fitting Shoes Are ot First
Discipline is very important. Spas
ner,
Rocklar.d:
steward,.
Leeds ton University.
Consideration.
modic Industry prevents that develop
Young, Warren- assistant steward,
Amity
Lodge
worked
the
E.
A.
de

ment of a self-regulating automatic
Warren Gardner Roekland: chaplain,
Mrs. Martha Young, Warren: secre- gree on four candidates last Friday
generation of energy which saves the
Hcse Should Be Long Enough ta Give
urer, Walter Ayer, Union; gate- evening.
brain so much. He needs lo know the
They are discharging a cargo of soft
Toes Free Play and Not Both
urer, Walter Ayer Union;
-.gate
Importance of proper exercise, anti of
coal at P. G. .Willey’s wharf for the
keeper Maurice Wellman. Warren:
ered by Uneven Darns—Put
sleep, rest and recreation. He should
Camden Woolen Co.
Ceres, Mrs. Laura Daniels,
East
Plaster on Tender Spot.
five simply, being temperate In eating
Walter Dahlgren returned to Bow
Union: Flora, Mrs. Addie Norwood,
doin Saturday after spending his
and drinking. Too much attention
Warren: Pomona Mrs. Aurelia Dor
Christmas vacation as guest of Marcus fBy f’nlled State* Public Health Serviced cannot be paid to the matter of feed
nan. East Union: lady assistant stew Chandler who also returned Monduv.
The pleasures of walking or stand
ing. ns to the quantity, kind and qual
ard, Martha W. Kalloch. Warren.
Mrs. Harriet Pendleton is quite ill at ing depends to a large extent on the
ity of the food taken. Eat moderate
Willis Moody of Warren was elected her home on Atlantic avenue.
condition of the feet.
ly, not too heartily.
a member of the executive board for
••STARS" ON A RACKET
F. E. Morrow is able to be at his
The Importance of well-f rtlng shoes
three years to succeed H. L. Kennis- place of business again after being
Nothing Is more desirable than to
cannot he over-estimated.
The shoes
fcpep the I train active. Don’t he a “has
Golden Rod Folks Had Their Annual ton. The officers were installed by confined in the house for a few days.
been.” Keep In the game and live in
Mrs. H. Jay Potter underwent an should have heavy doles, moth-rate
Party in a Hospitable Thomaston Mrs. Warren Gardner, whose efficien
cy in that task is well known to all operation at the Knox Hospital for heels, and be neither tlsriw nor loose.
tills living age, drawing fresh mental
Home.
patrons. The next session of Knox appendicitis Friday morning. She was A laced shoe ts best under ordinary
vigor from your daily Intercourse with
Pomona will be held in West Rock doing well at the last report.
circumstances, hut In pertain occupa the young thought of the acting world.
The third annual party by the offi port Feb. 5 and E. T. Clifford of the
P. G. Willey expects a harge of coal tions where changes may have to lie
Every one needs the quickening influ
cers of Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S., executive committee of the State about Thursday or Friday.
made quickly. a congress gaiter meets
ence of the stirring world on every
Grange
will
be
the
speaker.
Walter
Conley
returned
to
Boston
was held at the home of Mrs. Matie
•
«
conditions best.
side of him to keep his mtnd awake
Monday. He has been assisting in
Spaulding, Thomaston, on New Year’s
New and stiff shoes are almost sure
and vigorous.
At the annual meeting of Penob Morrow’s Jewelry Store through the
Eve, and incidentally the birthday of scot View
to be very uncomfortable; slices should
Grange Thursday night Christmas seuson.
As we grow old. we need to know
one of its members, Mrs. Grace Rollins. these officers were elected: Master, C.
that we wilt remain young If we keep
Elizabeth Babb returned Monday to be worn sufficiently beforehand so
Twenty-one sat down to one of A. Sylvester: overseer, Howell K.
that, they will adapt themselves to the
Smith College.
tlie heart young, and this we can do by
those famous Eastern Star banquets, Suminsby: lecturer. T*avinia Hender
Priscilla Ingraham has returned to shape of the wearer's feet anti he
mingling with the young. Nothing
in the course of which the proverbial son: steward, Frank Hewett; assist
LaSalle.
comfortable.
will contribute more toward protract
cake was produced. For once hi her ant steward, Harold Coombs: chap
The Atlantic Engine Company held
All hose should be long enough to
ing tlie period of old age and render
life Grace was “stuck” for a reply.
lain, Frank Richardson; treasurer, I.
ing It healthy than the possession of a
Although a little late in the season J. Shuman: secretary, Theresa M. their annual meeting Saturday night, Rive the toes free play. Great care
and
after
partaking
of
Steward
Man

the Christmas Tree and Santa (Gor Humphrey: gatekeeper Charles L.
should be taken to have all darns
contented, cheerful and hopeful state
ning
’
s
oyster
stew
proceeded
to
elect
don Spaulding) were in evidence, and j Gregory: Ceres, Eulalia Condon: Po
of mind. Cultivate the habit of look
the same board of officers. They were smooth.
numerous odd and “grotesque" pres mona, Virginia Suminsby;
After the day's work the fpet should
ing for the best side of things and
Flora. presented with a check of $50 from
ents were distributed which caused a Bessie Hewett: lady assistant stew
be carefully washed and dried. Air
keeping your attention fixed on It. It
great deal of mirth. But ’twas not all ard, Edna Coombs. These officers Mrs C. W. Henry also a box of cigars
the hose an as to have them dry when
from L. M. Chandler.
Is astonishing how much good there Is
jokes. Mrs Stevenson the retiring ma will he installed Thursday night, and
Capt. A. W. Rich returned Monday to they are to he put on again. Tlie
In tlie world if you look for It resolute
tron received a set of silver tea spoons
1-1 H. Libby State secretary, has. been join the Lymtonia.
shoes should he placed so that they
ly. Your own mind will keep sweet
from the officers, and Mrs. Gertrude
invited to be the installing officer.
The
following
Camden
students
re

can be welj dried out before replac and serene anil your friends will wel
Tibbetts a handsome casserole from
The annual meeting was preceded turned to University of Maine after ing on the feet.
the ChApter, in recognition of her ser
come you with a smile. The man who
by a supper and was followed by a their Christmas vacation at home:
vices as vocalist. The hostess was
has sought the good all his days hns
If the feet are swollen nr hot. or
musical and literary program, and the Robert McCobb, Ralph Thomas, Ferris
also remembered with a beautiful gift.
stored up enough virtue to help him
distribution of gifts from a well la<Vm Alice Keene and Elizabeth Harkness. tend to he sensitive (tender), wash
There were numerous amusing inci
Thomas. Percy Thompson, John Felton. them In sal: water or ruh with medi out of his hole. Such a man does not
dents which caused a great deal of hi Christmas tree.
stop to bewail his failure—he does not
Frank Hart returned Monday to re cated alcohol and dry before putting
larity. Grace and Matie being the prin
sume. his studies at Massachusets In on hose. Dust with talcum powder
know the world. Optimism is the
cipal “actors,” with Gordon sharing in
HOPE
stitute Technology.
foundation and crown of all success.
anil put some af the powder on the
the honors.
Harold Stevenson has returned to hose aud Into
As you grow «Jd, cultivate a sympathy
shoes.
The police force of Thomaston was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Allen
of
Cam
Massachusetts Agricultural College.
for the world at large, for its Weak
greatly relieved when it saw the Rock
A change of ’ hose and shoes—hv
den and Mrs. Allen’s niece, little Miss
Adin L. Hopkins of Manchester, N.
land members take the last car.
ness, for the you mt and the return In
Frances Porter of Xew York, visited at H.. is visiting his brother, Carl Hop having two pair—alternating dally. Is
health and happiness will come to you
very
eomfortahle
when
much
standOllie Allen's Saturday.
kins.
a hundredfold.
Mrs. Raymond Allen «t Everett,
Miss Ruth Thomas returned this ins’ or wauflng has to he done.
Old age and decline may he as gen
| Mass., who has been visiting her sister week to her studies at the New Eng
Cover render Spots with surgeon's
TO THE PEOPLE OF
Mrs. Elmer True, went to Camden Sat land Conservatory of Music, Boston, “zo" plaster, applied dlrecrly, If walk tle and sweet and grateful as the se
urday.
after spending the Christmas holidays ing must be continued and it Is In quence of blossom and fruit and harTHOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy were in with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. convenient to change hose or almas.
ve-t. Old age Is the harvest of life of
I will deliver every morning rich [ Camden Friday and Saturday, guests Thomas.
Blisters are best treated by wash which youth and early manhood are
Jersey Milk and Sweet Cream from [jof Mr. and Mrs, Frank Payson.
Capt. Charles R. Chapin died at the
the spring and seedtime, the fruitage
Hope Grange held its annual instal home of his daughter, Mrs. E. H. ing the feet thoroughly in hot water,
tuberculin tested cows. Customers
of
other years; the storehouse In
then
taking
a
clean
needle
and
prlcklation
Saturday
evening
and
Past
Mas
solicited.
Maxey, in Rockland, Sunday night ai^
ter E. W. Hobbs installed the follow ter a long illness. Funeral services nsr through the skin—not directly Into which Is gathered up the product and
WALTER BUCKLIN
ing officers: Master, Leigh Weaver will beheld Wednesday at 2 p. m. from thp blister—and gently pressing out result of our past labors, experience
overseer, Herbert Hardy: lecturer. LH the residence of Oscar P. Chapin, 71 fluid till blister Is flat.
and trials.
Tel. 175-32.
South Warren
lie Packard: steward. Wallace Rob Chestnut street.
It Is possible for a man with winter
To toughen and harden tbe fept soak
bins; assistant steward. Joel Packard;
• * • •
hem for some tiaie in a dish contain on his head to have eternal spring In
chaplain, Katherine True; treasurer,
A very interesting ball was given on
tab heart; to have no hate, no grouch,
Frank Payson; secretary, Margaret Xew Year's Eve at the Opera House. ing cold tannic acid solution—a tableno prejudice; to have a brenth sweet
Robbins; gate keeper. t Marilla Ben The hostess was Mrs. Alice Hansen spoonful of acid to two quarts of waas a baby’s, muscles that do the bid
nett; Ceres. Etta Packard; Pomona. and the patronesses were Mrs. D. J. er. A solution of medicated alcohol
W. P. STRONG
ding of the brain, and nerves that
Julia Harwood; Flora, Doris Bennett; Dickens, Mrs. W. A. Rich and Miss and salt auswers the same purpose.
never go on a strike; to become old In
lady assistant steward. Dorothy Lud Corrinne Sawyer. The invitations con
wig.
years yet have the freshness of per
Watchmaker and Jeweler
tained the following verse:
CONVERTED IN 6TRANGE WAY petual prime; to so live that when he
"We're marking this year of Woman's Triumph
B.v having a ".Yew Year’s Ball."
drops the debris of the past he will
GLENMERE
To he held on Yew Year’s Eve,
Real Hand Painted China
Woman Led to See Beauties of Chris
breathe the ether of Immortality and
In the Opera House Hail.
tianity Through Advice Given
You may rrnne in costumes ancient.
his cheek mantle with eternal bloom.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
Davis
have
THOMASTON, MAINE
by Brahmin Theoeephlet
Or dressed rigbft up-ln-datr.
moved to Cushing for the winter. We But one must dress as a man
LEARN HOW TO LIVE.
• • *
........ ——
Or our couples will not mate.
are all sorry to have them go.
Tues.-Sat.
Then,
if
the
Ladies
will
furnish
the
"Eats"
How a woman was converted to
Charles Wiley was in Thomaston
It
should
be
your
aim
to
make of
And Ihe ’’Gentlemen’* pay for the drink,
last week.
Chrlstlnnlty by a Brahmin la told tn your life a Journey toward the ideal;
tl will ail be divided equally
Mrs. Fred Andrews of Denver, Col.,
And we’ll have a good lime. I tlsirvk.”
the Huston Herald by Miss Lilian Free to live with gratitude, with devout
visited Capt. O. A. Andrews recently.
Many unique costumes were worn man Clarke.
ness, with gentleness and courage.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron M. Davis and and everyone highly enjoyed them
Celia Tliaxter, the poetess, was an
Then add to It the humility which
daughter Julia and Mr. and Mrs. Frank selves.
earnest student of strange and mys kneels, and the charity which gives,
Wiley were Christmas guests ot Mr.
Thomaston
tical teachings. At one time she was and you have the whole wisdom of the
and Mrs. Charles Wiley.
PENOBSCOT WOOLEN CO.
Miss Doris Harris is home from Memuch dominated by the teachings of children of God.
Camden, Me., Jan. 4. 1921.
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
doinak for two weeks' vacation.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of John Weiss, and ate did not appreci
• • •
the
Henoliscot
Woolen
Company
will
be
held
20'. Discount
Sidney Andrews came home from
at the office of Reuel Robinson, Camden, Me.. ate the beauty and. power of the Bible.
The
way
to
grow old gracefully Is
Lynn, Mass., to spend Christmas with Jan. 19, 1921, at 2 o'clock p, m . for the pur
LADIES' SATEEN PETTICOATS
She saw a good deal of a Hindu the way of self-control, the way of
his father. Capt. O. A. Andrews.
pose of electing officers for the ensuing year
20‘, Discount
Alvah Harris came home from Bos and to transact any other business that may theosophlat named Mohini, and under sympathy, the way of unselfishness.
LADIES’ HEATHERBLOOM
come before said meeting
his guidance came to regard herself The grand essentials of happiness In
ton to spend Christmas, nut returned properly
2T5-S
GEORGE E ALLEN, Clerk
SKIRTS WITH CHANGEABLE
as a theosophlst.
M onday.
every stage of life, hut particularly In
SILK RUFFLE—20 r, Discount
Mr. Watts is home from Thomaston
One day she said to her friend. Mary the last, are having something to do,
ALL SILK GEORGETTE
where he has been working in the
Parkman, "Did I speak contemptu sotpethlng to love and something to
CAMISOLES—20'. Discount
Ifunn & Elliot shipyard.
ously of such a person? I ought not hope for.
New Prices on R. di G. CORSETS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley are about
• • •
to, for one of the principles of the
to move back here after being em
MISSES CORSET WAISTS
osophy
Is
to
feel
no
contempt
for
any
Anyone
who
Is anxious to live long
ployed at the Dunn & Elliot shipyard
Special, $1.39
human being."
’
,
and preserve Ills youth should spend
i in Thomaston for about two years.
I Miss Edith Harris has gone to MedMies Parkman replied:
“But did as much time as possible In the open
Pillsbury’s Portraits
| field, Mass., where she has employnot
Jesus
reach
that?
la
It
not
all Ita air. After the day's work Is finished
IKGL'LATION SIZE WITH NAME
Appointments Daily 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. l ment for the winter.
we should always get out Into the air.
the Sermon on the Mount?”
ANO ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
Frank
H.
Harris
was
home
from
In the park or In the woods, If pos
Enlargements, Framing and
NET WBIOHT, IN ACCORDANCE
By and by Mohini himself happened
Thomaston for the weekend.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
Pictures Colored
to get hold of a copy of the New Tes sible.
Miss Catherine Andrews was home
• • •
tament, and was much surprised and
PHONE 33-11
from Rockland to spend Christmas.
$4.50 per 1000 Sheet*
Against
old
age
sunlight Is an excel
I
Impressed by the beauty of Its con
For Pound size
lent protection. It Is best used In
tents. He spoke of It to Mrs. Thaxter,
Pottage ’5 cents addlUoaal
and found to his amaxement that she combination with exercise, sffih as
knew nothing about the New Testa riding, golf or some form of sport, and
a dally sun bath. By such means both
ment.
$2.75 per 500 Sheet*
“What!" he said. “You do not read youth and life may be prolonged.
Postage 10 cents additional
• • •
your own religious books? 1 never
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
Be neither tlie stave of your Im
heard
anything
more
beautiful
than
ered it same time, add to the prioe
pulses and sensations of tlie moment,
of first 1000, $-1.00 and 10 cents post
this."
and general plan.
age for each 1060.
Mrs. Thaxter forthwith began to nor of an abstract
• • •
read the New Testament and became
Man needs but little here below. His
$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
so much Interested In It that she went
about with a copy In her pocket; necessities are few Indeed; his wants
For Half Pound site
Include everything.
Postage 10 cents addltloaal
whenever she had a chance site would
read It. From that time she began to
Proper Pride Neceeeary.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
attend Phillips Brooks' church. Site
Pride, like laudanum and other poi
was converted to Christianity by a
.Pustuge 10 cents additional
sonous medicines, la beneficial la
Brahmin theosophlst!
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
small, though Injurious th large quan
ered at same time, add to the priot
tities. No man who ta not pleased
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
with himself, even In a personal sense,
Embarraaalng.
age for each 1000.
Green Maid (nnnonuclng a callee-- can please others.—Frederick Saun
THE
“Please, mum. Is this the lady you told ders.
me
always to say you was out to?”—
COURIERLeather In Cow and Horae Hidas.
Boston Transcript.

Blfi

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

GAZETTE.

Rockland, Maine

WARREN

Weddixg SrATioxEirr
SWlEx^VlNG

kTHS COURIER-MZETiC
lOCKkAMB
HAIRE
t-w-e- ot. b, leci...

Fertilizers of Proven Merit
ROFITABLE yields depend on the avail
ability of the plant food with which crops
are fed during the growing season.
The Lowell Fertilizer Company manufac
tures Special brands of fertilizers that carry
the right kinds and proper amounts of plant
food for your crops. LOWELL Fertilizers are
made from Bone, Blood hnd Meat Meal forti
fied with essential chemicals. All potash used
is high-grade potash imported by us direct
from Germany.

P

Lowell Fertilizers are quality fertilizers.
They are in the best mechanical condition, and
are ready to apply.
Order your supply of LOWELL’ Animal
Fertilizers today. Make this year's crop profit
able with the right kind of fertilizers.
Send for illustrated book show
ing practical results obtained
by practical farmers. Free.

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch af Canaolidatad Randaring Ca.

Boston

■tffnmrHTTWiiHHMmillL-

Awn Musactauaetta

............................................................................................... .......

BONE

BLOOD - MEAT

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of St (Jeorge, in the County of Knox, for tbe
year 1920.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of St. George,
aforesaid, for the year 192u. committed to me for collection for said Town on the seventh day
of May, 1920. remain unpaid; aud notice is hereby given that if said taxes with Interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will he sold without further notice at public
auction at (i. W. Rawley's. in said Town, on the flrsr Monday In February, 1921, at nine
o’clock A. M.
Name of Owner

Amount of Tax Due

Including Interest and
Charges
Llewellys Smalley—House, ham and land bounded north by Marv Ackerman estate,
by highway, south by Hanford Barter, west by Cutler's Cove .................................
$ 9 80
A. H. Bicbmore—Two Islands called brothers islands, near entrance to Port Clyde
Harbor ........................................................................................................................................
5 90
E. A. Galbretli—House, barn and land bounded north by private road, east by estate
of Whitney Loftg, south and west by highway ..............................................................
31.20
Clark Island Granite Works--Buildings, wharf and land bounded north by Atlantic
Ocean, east by Atlantic Ocean, south b.v Atlantic Ocean, west by Long Cove....
522 60
A. J. Bird—House and land bounded north hv A. Clark, east hv A. (’lark, south by
Maker, west by Wheeler ............................................................. .........................................
54.60
Anette Clay—Two houses, barn and land, bounded north by (ilenmcre Co , east by
highway, south b.v Co , west b.v shore ..............................................................................
65.70
Heirs of H. G Clay—House, lam and land hounded north b.v R. F. Co, east by high
way, south by Harris and Turkey Cove ......................... ..............................................
10140
G. N. BATCHELDER.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of St. George.
December 22, 1920.

Description of Property

TOWN

OF

CUSHING

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on hinds situated in the TOWN OF CUSHING, in the County of Knox, for
the year 1920.
The following list of taxes on real estate of iron-resident owners in the Town, of Cushing,
aforesaid, for the year 1920, and committed to me for collection for said Town on the 1st dav
of May, 1920. rental in unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if Said taxes’with Interest and
attcrion at TOWN HALL, in said Town, on ihe first Monday in February, 1921, at. nine o’clock
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will he sold without further notice at public.
A. M.
Amount of Tax Due.
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest aitd

Charges

Henry Simmons—Cottage on land of V. R. Taylor .............................................................
2»96
J. A Isnor -House and land of 19 acres, bounded on north by land of Menora Ulmer
and town road, east by Maple Juice Cove, south b.v land of Rose Robinson and
J. WlHcy Heirs, west b.v land of Gertrude Miller .......................................................
7 40
W B HOLDER.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Cushing.
Cushing, Dec. 24, 1920.
106-T-5

TOWN OF ISLE AU HAUT
Unpaid Taxes.

Nou-Resident Owners.

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid Taxes on land situate In the Town or Isle au Hunt, In the County of Kuox. fo? the
year 1926
The following list of taxes on real estate of Non-Resident owners in the Town of lsltv au
Haut, for the year 1920, committed to me for collection for said town on the Twenty-sixth, day
of April, A. D. 1920, remains unpaid and notice is here given that If said taxes with the l’/terest
and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay tlie
amount due therefor, including interest and marges, will be sold without further notice al public
auction, al The Revere Memorial Hall, in said Town of Isle au Hast, on the first Monday of
February, A D. 1921. at nine o’clock A. M
Barter, James D Estate, or unknown A part of School lot so called, bounded on
northwest, northeast and southwest bv land of
S. Bowditch, on southeast b.v ’
The hide of a cow represents thirtyland of L M. Kenngott Lot number 3(1, acres 35, value $216 00 (an undfilded
five pounds ot leather, and that of a
one-half part thereof) .....................................................................................................
$3.57
Given under my hand at Isle au Haut, Maine, this 26:h day of December, A. IK 1920
hers* a Uttla more than half that

Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It.
amount.

'

GKORGE A. TCRNER.
Collectpe of Taxes.

V

i: ’ • '
I

Every-Other-Day

Io Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, thia, department aapecialIv desires information or social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc Sotea sent ,b.v mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONIC .............................................. 770

A circle supper will be given at the
Cotigregational church
Wednesday
evening at G.30. The housekeepers are
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Miss Einina Coombs,
-Mrs. C. E. Gilley, Mrs. Ralph Smith.
Mrs. Benjamin Benson, Mrs. Wallace
Spear. Mrs. Fred binnikln and Mrs.
Hubert Snow.
Mr. aud Mrs. B. L. Frotton have re
turned to their home in Providence
after spending the Christmas holidays
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Wlnchenbuch.

Mrs. O. P. McDonald, who has been
spending the holidays with her sister
and mother, has returned to Portland.
Nearly all of the students who came
hopie to speiwT the holidays, have re
turned.
____
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Stephen Gould left Sunday for Bow
doinham. whore he is teaching the
High School.

Lewis B. Clark, head of the commer
cial department of Montpelier High
School; and Albert H. Clark, electrical
engineer with the Edison Electric CoNew York City, spent their holiday va
cation with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Clark.

F uller-Cobb-Davis

9

9

Mrs. Lizzie Merchant of Lisle street
was the weekend guest of her mother,
Mrs. M. J. Simmons, in Tenant's Har
bor.

Major H. J. Baum, formerly with the
East Coast Fisheries Company was in
ihe city Sunday having mbtored from
Boston, accompanied by a friend.

W. S. White is the guest of his son,
William T. White, in New York.
* ___

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

F uller-Cobb-Davis

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

9

9

9

9

9

9

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

9

1*

GOODS

9
9
9

9

*»

Saturday and Monday, January 8 and 10,1921

Orders Not Taken
by Mail or Telephone
On This Day

9

SATURDAY

MONDAY

EXCHANGED
175 Clerks to Insure
Prompt Service

SATURDAY, 9:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.

9

JANUARY

Nine Cent Day Sale

BE RETURNED OR

9

AND

Marks the Twenty-first

j

BOUGHT

at SALE CANNOT

8

9

AND

MONDAY, 9:00 A. M. TO 5:00 P. M.

10

175 SALESPEOPLE TO INSURE PROMPT SERVICE

9

9
.

Throughout all these 20 years, our Nine Cent Day has been growing each successive year, from a small counter of 9 cent articles handled by two
salespeople, to one of the Biggest Events in our merchandising History, and as has been our custom to make each successive sale bigger than before,
we expect and know that the year 1921 will eclipse all previous records.
We think wise to give our patrons two days’ sale on account of the congested conditions of our store throughout the day, as hundreds of custom
ers cannot be as well served, even with our tremendous force of 175 salespeople, so, to insure better service and give our out of town customers a
chance to participate and get their share of the good things we are to offer, we elect Saturday and Monday, January 8 and 10 as Nine Cent Days.
Conditions have changed and prices have scaled downward and you will find the same good values as was given Nine Cent Day 20 years ago.
We make this announcement for the benefit of the many new families recently added to our list of shoppers. We expect every family in our city to
be represented as well as all the families from the surrounding towns and villages. Many of the articles on sale will be listed in the Thursday issue
of this paper. This day to many of our patrons needs no advertising, but to our new patrons this announcement will give some idea of what they
may expect.
To miss this sale will be your loss.

9

Irving Tuttle has gone to Boston for
a few weeks' visit.
Mrs. James Aylward returned Friday
from a visit in Portland.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

9
9

9

FULLE R

9

9
9

9

COBB-DaVI S

Mrs. E. E. Amatoyne has returned
from a fortnight's visit in Allston,
Mass.
Mrs. Donald Pieri and Mrs. George
G. Adams of Brooklyn have joined
their husbands, who are employed by
the International Radio Telegraph Co.,
and who are making their home on
Ocean avenue. Mrs. Pieri is accom
panied by her son, Donald, Jr.
Miss Lucy K. French, entertained
twenty little friends at her home 87
Middle street the first day of the New
Year from 3 to 6 o'clock, the occasion
being her sixth birthday. The party
consisted of Irma Fickett, Bertha
Knight, Mary Lawrence, Cynthia Was
gatt, Virginia Healey, Virginia Rich
ardson, Virginia Connon, Ruth Leach,
Ruth Hanseom, Betty Benson and
Masters Clinton Fickett, Charlie Bick
nell, Henry Benson, Norman and Wil
bur Connon. Gerald Black. Crosby Lud
wick. Harold Cross. Richard Knowlton
and Richard French. The rooms were
prettily decorated, and Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. French were assisted in making it a
most enjoyable affair for the little folks
by Mrs. F. G. French and Misses Myra
and Winnie Fitch and Kitty Karl.
Favors consisted of dainty baskets
prettily trimmed, each containing a
bottle of perfume. The lunch included
iee cream, cake, candy, nuts and fruit,
in addition to the birthday cake. Miss
buoy was the recipient of numerous
gifts.
>
The Smart Set met with Mrs. Percy
Averill last Wednesday evening at her
home on the Old County road. Piano
and violin music by Miss Vera Moore
and Miss Naomi Averill were enjoyed.
Lunch was served. The special guests
were Timothy McNamara and Percy
Averill.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Wilkie of
Ridgewood, N. J., are guests of Mrs.
Wilkie’s ifarents, Capt. and Mrs. Rich
ard K. Snow..

t»

—

Many Rockland friends of Seabrook
W. Gregory will be interested to learn
that he was married m New Britain,
Conn., on Christmas Day. The bride
was Mrs. Royeo, a widow.
Mrs. E. E. Annatoyne has returned
from a visit with her daughter, Dor
othy, in Brooklyn.

.♦t. ;

PARK THEATRE
She was a poor little rich girl who
had everything in the world she want
ed except something to interest her.
Money, friends, social position, jewels,
clothes and proposals galore, all left
her bored and wistfully longing for
“something different.” She found it in
the midst of a South American revolu
tion. And when she was thrown into
prison for participating in the hostil
ities, and found lier.ief in love with the

general of the army when she really
wanted to hate him with her whole
soul, life was no longer a bore. You’ll
agree that “Something Different” is a
good picture and that Constance Binney is a charming star. See her today.
Manager Packard announces a spec
ial super-production for Wednesday
and Thursday which is sure to create
a rush for the hox offtce. The title is
"In Old Kentucky," and it is a tre
mendous spectacular melodrama, with
vAnitn Mtewnrt as Madge, the heroine.

JIM’S CORNER
A GET ACQUAINTED SALE
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Mr. Smoker, here is your chance to save money
All 15c Cigars, 11c each—J. W. A., Blackstone,
Quincy, J. A., 7-20-4, Aka, and all other standard
brands.
Cigarettes—Camels, Lucky Strikes, Chesterfields,
Murads, Piedmonts—17c package; 3 for 50c.

Tobacco—rAll standard brands, 20c plugs, 17c plug;
3 plugs for 50c.
Prince Albert, Velvet, Tuxedo, DtlTs,' arid "other
brands, 14c a can.

PIPES

$1.75 Pipes,
$1.50 Pipes,

50c
35c

75c Pipes,
50c Pipes,

$1.25
$1.00

25‘i off on all Case Pipes. Look at the price tag, then
deduct 25* c

Mrs. George R. Patfee of Lewiston
was the fruest over Sunday of Mr. and
iln. N. F. Cobh.

CANDY

' ■ .......................... .......................................

Ingraham of 71 Masonic
street found a ltveiy little brown eaterpillar crawling on the walk today. She
took tt Into, the hohae and is now won
dering If anyone has seen another like
survivor of the last cold days.
-

The' Ladies' Auxiliary of the S. of
V., will hold its annual installation
Wednesday night at T-W- All members
are requested to be present.

Mr. ahd Mrs. Asa P. Bt. Clair have
returned from a holiday outing which
inciu^sd Christinas in Everett, 'Mass.,
with Mr. St. Clair's daughter. Mrs. C.
E. Stoddard, and a visit with his
brother, A. A. St. Clair, in Portland.

There will he a meeting of Ihe Har
mony Club with Miss Annabelle Hurd,
Limerock street, at 4 p. m. Wednesday,
und a large attendance is desired.

Maynard S. Brasier canw from Fort
McKinley, accompanied by a friend,
and spent New Year's day with his
mother, Mrs. Wilmont Butler, Oliver
street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Collins of
Myrtle street have been called to Bos
ton by the illness of their daughter,
Mrs. O. H. Sweetland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Burrows left to
day for a week's visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Martel of
Whitinsville, Mass., have been spend
ing a week with Mrs. Martel's mother,
Mrs. Melvin Pondexter and sister.
Mrs. Herbert Lord of Thomaston. Botli
families spent Christmas at Mrs.
Lord’s, where they had a Christmas
tree. Mr. and Mrs. Martel left Rock
land Friday, stopping in Lewiston,
where they spent New Year's with Mr.
Martel's mother.

...............

JIM’S 55c SPECIAL CHOCOLATES. 45c. LB.

Mrs. B. B.

i

The horse race scene is said to be the
greatest staged since the days of “Ben
Hur." See Madge ride Queen Bess to
victory; a horse race so thrilling that
it makes the theatre audience want to
cheer; Madge’s hair-raising leap for
life; the stupendous thrill-film which
is making the world gasp.
Detroit
called it the hiost Sensational photodrama ever seen there; irr Minneapolis
37.G89 persons saw the great picture.
—adv.

CHARMING HAT OF DUVETYN

Miss Myra Fitch returned to Wor
cester Sunday, after spending the holi
days with her mother, Mrs. L. E.
Fiteh, Warren street.

:•

I

45c CHOCOLATES, 40c LB.
■ -39c CHOCOLATSS. 30c LB.
All other Candy at Reduced Prices
—'

. I I

■ *■ II

■

.............................. '

■ ■ —■

PACKAGE GOODS
$1.75 PACKAGE CHOCOLATES, $1.25
$1.50 PACKAGE CHOCOLATES. $1.00
$1.00 PACKAGE CHOCOLATES.

60e

PACKAGE

CHOCOLATES,

75c

45c

These are all fresh goods but we are overstocked and
must get rid of some of it. Mail orders will be filled at
the above prices, but you must add the postage.
: : SPECIAL : :

One lot of Amber Stem Pipes in Cases, regular price
$3.50, at $1.50, while they last. Also a lot of Amber
Stem Pipes without the case, regular price $2.50, while
they last, $1.00.

Don't Forget That This Sale Is For

ONE WEEK ONLY

JAMES DONDIS
352 Man Street...... . ................... Corner Elm

«

j*

PICK YOUR COLORS
Women Should Use Care in Se
lecting Suitable Shades.
Complexion, Height and Weight Im
portant Points That Require
Careful Consideration.

Although It Is hnrd to ehnrneterlze
definitely types for certain colors be
cause of varying complexions nnd
heights and weights, the following
table may be of help if you nre still
wondering which is the better color
for yon:
The lair blonde with flaxen or gold
en hair with blue, gray, or brown eyes
ami clear complexion: Black or high
luster with touches of bright colors
and white; a clear and oyster while;
dark brown and broaze brown; pea
cock, navy, and delft blue; pale and
dark green; pearl and dove grays;
soft violet and wistaria; no reds; soft
est yellow and most delicate shades of
pink.
The Titian blonde: Black, in velvet,
heavy satin, or transparent goods;
cream and ivory whites; deep, dark
browns; reddish browns and pale
tans not so good; midnight and darkest nnvies; pale greens in evening and
summer dress, but dark greens or Irish
greens too eoutrastlng; taupe with a
pinkish cast; purples, too vivid a
This is a plcturlzation of a sand- contrast; no reds, amber tones ami
colored duvetyn hat trimmed with pale yellows; flesh pink or palest
brown silk chain stitching and brown blue.
groagrain ribbon for sport wear.
Light chestnut or lirown type:
Rlaek not especially good: white re
lieved with some color: golden brown;
Bleaching Faxled Dresses.
Light dresses that are faded may blue, especially with blue gray eyes;
be easily made into fresh-looking bright blues to be avoided; blue gray;
white ooes by dipping into javelle wa darkest purple; no red; pale pink and
ter which is made as follows: Dis; soft rose; bronze.
Pate brunette with black or dark
solve one pound of sal soda in one
quart of boiling water. Dissolve one- brown hair: Black with white relief;
half pound of chloride of linte in two cream and ivory white; all shades of
quarts of cold water. Let the mix lirown ; electric nnd sapphire blues, If
ture settle nnd pour off the clear eyes are blue; orchid; burgundy and
liquid and mix with the soda. Bottle dark red; ainber and canary yellows;
and keep in a dark place. Soak for a all pinks, unless too highly colored.
Olive brunette, brown or black eyes
short time the articles to be bleached
in this solution diluted with Its own and hair: No black; Ivory and cream
rolufne of cold water and then rin6e white; mahogany and negro browns;
in several clear waters.
darkest blues; dark green: gray not
good; purple not good; dark, warm
reds; terra cotta and bnff nnd apricot;
Rose Color for Children.
In Ihe color range for children rose pink in warm and pale colors.
Highly colored brunette:
Black
Is a great favorite.
It appears In
dresses for day-time wear as well as In with color touches; cream and ivory;
many of the charming little party golden, buff, and nut browns; pale and
peacock blues; silver grays; no pur
frocks.
ple; cardinal and clear red: yellow
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
in every tone; coral, old rose, and flesh
The stni'idiolders of the North National Bank
are hereby notified that tlteir annual meeting pink.
will be field at their Banking Booms on Tues
Fair skinned, mature woman with
day. January 11, 1921, at III o'clock A M. to gray or while hair; Black, relieved
transact the following business:
First: To see if tho stockholders will vote by white; white; seal and chestnut
to amend Section third of tlie “Articles of Asso- browns; dull old blues, pastel tints
eiatiolt'' so It will rrsd as follows: ''The
Board of Directors shall const.: of not less titan nnd midnight blue; soft grays with
five or more than fourteen Stockholders."
blue touches; heliotrope, grape, nnd
Serond: To see If the Stockholders will rote
to increase the Board of Directors.
darkest purple; no reds; buff; palest
Third : For tne cbolre of a Board of Direc pink and rose.
tors for the ensuing year.
Fourth: For the transaction of any other
Sallow, mature woman with gray or
business that tusy legally come before them
white haiti Black "ijh whiti^pr crt*fm
,
■
R K BERRY, Cashier.
Rockland, Maine, Dec. 7, 1920
117-4
or bright color relief, creamy white;

no browns; midnlglit-and iufvy bides;
avoid green; warm gray; lilac and
dull toned purple; dull burgundy; no
yellow.
In choosing colors a woman's age
lias to be taken into consideration, of
course. Deep pinks nre for tbe youth
ful, while a woman of sixty may wear
white, delicate pink, flesh, mulberry,
lavender, and pink violet. White nitty
he wom by a woman of any age, hut
the pure and blue white, must.be soft
ened to creamy and pink whites to suit
tbe Individual.

Those small ads in Tbe CourierGazette are lead by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People Nay Not.

Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

: : : TODAY : : :
ETHEL CLAYTON in “YOUNG MRS. WINTHROP”
A five-reci feature abounding in romantic interest.

“The Vanishing Dagger” and “Cracked Wedding Bells”

WEDNESDAY
BRYANT
-■

“MRS.

tt
w

AFTERNOON
15c and 20c
Phis Tax

‘

i

j. Jt

WASHBURN

TEMPLE’S

TELEGRAM”

The yellow telegraph blank contained only a few words, but they
formed the basis of this interesting story.

“BRIDE 13”—“THE CAVERN OF TERROR”
Comedy—“WATCH YOUR STEP, MOTHER”
: : BRIDGE THE KENNEBEC RIVER AT BATH : :

:::TODAY:::

“SOMETHING DIFFERENT”
Featuring CONSTANCE BINNEY
She was captured while carrying a message from the rebel garrison.
She thought her captor was a Igcuita, but—

Comedy—“SEVEN BALD PATES”
: BRIDGE THE KENNEBEC RIVER AT BATH :

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

«/•

, . .

(

Anita Stewart in “Old Kentucky”

EVENING
25c and 30c
Plus Tax

in this tremendous spectacular melodrama is seen the greatest horse race ever staged since “Ben Hur.”
romance of the Southland, Fast Horses and Beautiful Women.

I

AND THURSDAY
—IN—

PARK THEATRE
••

F u ller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

F uller-Cobb-Davis

*

See Madge’s hair-raising leap for life.

:
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ROCKPORT

Kill That Cold With

Mis. Alva Staples and daughter Miss
Zulietta Staples of Rockland were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Loring Philbrook Sunday.
Miss Beulah Lane returned Monday
to the Normal School at Framingham.
Mass., after spending the holidays with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. George
Lane.
Andrew'Simonton. aged 72 years died
Sunday, Jail. 2. at his home in Simon
for
and
ton after a few day' illness with pneu
Colds, Coughs
La Grippe
monia. He was horn in Rockport and
was the son of the late Patrick and
Mary i Pascal) Simonton. He was an
Neglected Colds ar-' Dangerous
industrious, kind hearted man. a good
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
neighbor and will be greatly missed in
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours — Relieves
the neighborhood where the greater
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
part of his life has been spent. He is
survived
by a wife and two children.
Quinine^in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
SAFETY ORDERS
A son, Raymond Simonton and a
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.
OU
use non-skid tires, don’t you?
daughter. Alls. Ralph Miller both of
Anri rubber heels, and chew your
Simonton. He also leaves two sisters,
Mrs. J. T. Crosby of Auburn and Mrs. food, aud are careful not to stick head
____________________________________________________
Fannie AI. Andrews of Rockport. or nriuj out of the window? Then
Funeral services will he held this Tues there's accident insurance, dentists,
day afternoon at 2 o’clock at his late anil pure food laws to keep you out
residence, Rev. B. W. Russell of the
of trouble.
THE FIRST RAILROAD RIDE
Methodist church, Camden, officiating.
But do you have a list of things that
Interment will be in West Rockport.
The members of the Red Cross met might happen? And do you keep that
Took Place Between Albany and Schenectady In 1831— at the home of Mrs. Calista Cole Sat- list in sight? I’ve a ten-spot says you
urady afternoon, to work on bedding don’t.
Train Was Drawn Up Hill By a Stationary Engine.
for the worthy poor.
Several quilts
In the navy we do. Ammunition and
have already been donated by the dif gnus are of course tlie dangerous part
ferent organizations in town and by
Ill view of the article which ap whose death at Rome in New York, individuals.
of our equipment, almost of our lives.
peared in this paper last week, rela occurred a few months ago. The or
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Young were After years of experience anil tunny
tive to the first train over the Knox der for the three locomotives was the guests of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie accidents we have been able to cata
first received in England after the
logue all the possible misfortunes that
& Lincoln Railroad, the following de success of George Stephenson’s ex in Rockland. New Year's Day.
Capt. Delmot Torrey was the guest might befall a loading crew. We hove
scription of “The First Railroad Ride J periment.
of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey Fri devised a complete set of instructions
in America’” cannot fail to interest j Mr. Allen sailed in January, 1828, day, en route from New York to Deer
which. If properly carried out, consti
reached
Liverpool
in
safety,
and
two
Isle.
many readers. It appeared in the I
tute a stltch-in-tliiie against all such
days after made the acquaintance of
Charles
D.
Wentworth
was
at
home
•New York Ledger in 1885, over the George Stephenson, to whom he made
from ugusta last week, but returned miss-stitches as fire, explosion, und
signature of James Parton, and was known his errand, and from whom Saturday.
destruction ot the ship.
placed at The Courier-Gazette’s dis he received every attention and all
George Hallowell has recently moved
This list is called the warship’s
posal by W. H. Lamb. New England the assistance he required. Every into the upper part of what is known safely orders.
thing connected with the new system as the Fenderson house on Main street.
manager of the Lisnok Manufactur
Almost the first safety order is that
was attended with difficulty. The
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
ing Co. of Brooklyn, who is at pres American engineer had never seen a No 26 of Rockport, has closed one of they all shall be printed and posted
ent canvassing the city, and who was bar of iron rolled: no iron-founder in its most successful years since it was In every part of the turrets anil near
formerly in newspaper work in Ver either country had ever had an order organized. Thirty-five members have all guns. Men must know them hackfor railroad iron; no one knew pre been added, among which are some of wards and forward, and one at a time.
mont. The story follows:
cisely what was wanted, and the our most talented young people. Some Men must know this “safety first” cate
* ♦ ♦ •
young American had to find out for of our homes were made happy by the chism so perfectly that when the emer
The Connecticut Historical Society himself, and act generally upon his coming of little ones. Death lias en gency arises no instant shall be lost
possesses in its gallery at Hartford a own judgment, lie visited seventeen tered our midst and removed two of
remembering just what to do.
quaint old painting of “the first Steam- rolling mills before he assigned his our. beloved members. Mrs. Mercy
Passenger-Excursion-Train” ever run contract, and it was not until he had Thomas and Mrs. Augusta Watson. , Safely orders are of two kinds, pre
The former
on
the
continent
of
America. rejected some specimens that the Mrs. Gertrude Havener and Mrs. Belle ventive and stop-lt-ive.
The event occurred in 1831, upon the right article
was produced.
For Corthell were called to part with their discourage the devil’s Visit. The latter
load between Albany and Schnectady. many yeais rails of the same pattern companions. Again the ranks of the entertain him after he has arrived. Of
The train consisted of two coaches, were alone used in ihe United States. Post have been broken by the removal the former some samples are those in
precisely like the vehicles which used
Infinitely more difficult was the se of Comrade William Thorndike, and regard to ammunition: Don’t take
to lumber along country roads in the lection of the best locomotive. Many our hearts are saddened when we see
“naked lights" into magazines. Don't
olden time, with three seats inside inventors were in the field: several so few of them remaining with us to
drill with ‘‘live’’—that Is, loaded—am
and four outside, and a place on the firms were competing. After patient answer the roll call of another year.
top for baggage. The engine coulu ly examining all the models and Many boxes of dainties, fruit and flow munition. Don't expose loo many
easily have been drawn by one horse, listening to the expositions of all the ers and many nyssages of love have charges at one time—two or three are
and the tender behind it was provid inventors he was still in some doubt been sent to our sick members and the limit with tlie big guns. Don't
ed with about three armfuls of wood. which to choose, and concluded final those out of town, while outside relief handle shells and powder hags rough
The number of excursionists was fif ly to order two locomotives on the has been given to tlie worthy poor. A ly—they are strong, hut much stronger
teen, Rome of whom are still well re plan of the Stephensons, and the piano has been purchased. Mrs. An if they go off in your bands.
membered: among others, Governor third from another firm, the princi nie Louise Small was sent as a dele
Most care is taken at the guns
Yates, Jacob Hayes, high constable of pal difference being in the boiler. Be gate to the Department convention,
themselves. After each shot the plugand
upon
her
return
gave
a
very
in

New York, and Thurlow Weed.
fore the engines were finished, Mr.
This formidable train was far from Allen returned home, and the three teresting report. We have had several man must sponge off his breech-block.
accomplishing the whole distance of locomotives reached New York at the of our members united in marriage: Suppose .'160 lbs. of smokeless powder
Commander of tire American Legion. are shoved in for the next stiot. Sup
sixteen miles between Albany and beginning of 1829.
Schnectady. The train was drawn to
By this time the treasury of the Everett E. Libby winning one of them, pose the red-hot plug is-iwung home to
the top of the hill that leads out oi Delaware and Hudson Canal Com and we have en Joyed several social stop the powder. Before it locks the
Albany by a stationary engine, and pany was running so low that the evenings at their homes. We have cele whole mass may ignite. And the only
drawn up the hill into Schnectady by directors were sorely embarrassed brated Lincoln’s and Washington's possible advantage tliat can come out
another. With all the drawbacks in to carry on their work. That was the birthdays. Lee’s Surrender and Memor of such carelessness is the afternoon
ial Sunday. Decoration Day was ob
cident to the novelty of the apparatus day of small
things.
They had
off you 'may get while burying the
the experiment was considered high brought their enterprise so near com served with more than a hundred tak
ly successful, for the distance was pletion that it only required an addi ing part in the exercises, and tonight ashes of your shipmates who were in
Safety orders say
accomplished in two hours, instead of tional capital of three thousand dol we are closing the old year by observ that turret.
the three which the daily stage often lars But even that small sum could ing New Y'ear's Eve with a tree. We “SPONGE.” And, believe me, we
required. Thurlow Weed mentions, in not he raised in the usual way, and had a town meeting dinner, a fair and sponge:
his Autobiography, that he witnessed, the company was obliged to apply to one supper, realizing from these sour
There are over 200 safety orders.
in 1807, from an island in the Hudson the New York legislature to guar ces J265.3S. Mrs Annie Clark was re No more important set of commands
elected us president, and all feel sure
River, the passage of Fulton’s first antee a loan.
she has every reason to be proud of the exists in the fleet. No day passes
steamboat, and, in 1831, was a pass
The country member rose in his
without some drill and Instructions in
enger in the first train of cars that might against lending the public past year’s work.
At the meeting of the Women's Re cluding them. Ami the result Is safety.
carried passengers in the State of credit, and Anally squandering the
lief Corps last Friday evening nine
New York.
public money upon
black
stones candidates received the degrees. After
Until recently, he and his fellow- which would not burn. Mr. Allen was
which a New Year's tree was enjoyed
MYTHS
passengers were supposed to have obliged to go to Albany and prove to
with a program and rfreshments. A
HERE Is a strain of the mystic In
been the first who ever enjoyed a rail the legislature that anthracite coal
very delicious cake was presented as
mariners which will never die.
road vide in America. This, however, was a combustible substance or, as he
a New Year’s gift by Mrs. Cacildia For safety's sake they hold to mathe
us we now know, was not the case. lately remarked:
Cain. The installation of officers will
The individual to whom that distinc
“It was necessary to prove that the be held next Friday evening and each matical precision when necessary. But
tion
belongs
is
the
venerabb- coal transported would burn. Under member is privileged to invite a guest. deep In ihe long night watches mine
Horatio Allen, President of the Novel these circumstances I was invited to There will be a practice meeting Wed over again the old apparitions of the
ty Iron Works, in the city of New IK’.ss a few weeks at Albany to be of nesday evening at 7 o’clock.
sea.
York, at which so many wonderful such use as might be.’”
Rev. A. E. Luce of Bangor. District
Even In Hie nnvy this holds. There's
things have been done during the last
• • • •
Superintendent, preached at the Meth the thick main armor belt poured and
half century. Mr. Allen himself has
Having satisfied the legislature that odist church Sunday morning and held
recently related, in more than one hard coat was combustible, the money the fourth quarterly conference. The forged by formula. There's the nice
form, the circumstances which led to was procured. A portion of the rail following stewards were elected for the complexity of the anemometer. There
his early connection with railroads.
road to the mines was constructed; ensuing year: Mrs. Cacildia Cain. Mrs. are drop-forged cranks and pistons,
During the years 1S26 and 1827. one <»f the locomotives, which was Annie Laurie Small. Airs. Eva Davis, and glistening oil-tempered torpedo
while George Stephenson was com named the Stourbridge Lion, bearing Mrs. Elizabeth Prince, Mrs. Ella Hewes, tubes.
pleting his locomotive on the Stock- the picture of a lion’s head on its Mrs. Elizabeth Berry. Mrs. Olive Walk
Yet who has not heard the whisper
ton road in England. Horatio Allen front, was transported to Honesdale. er. Mrs. Delora Morrill. Mrs. Emma of fog on the armor shelf? No doubt
was a young engineer in the service Pa., and placed upon the track, all Torrey. Airs. Nettie Lane. Mrs. Hettle Columbus knew that the lips of thick
of the Delaware and Hudson Canal under the charge and direction of Stanley. Mrs. Annie Louise Small,
weather on its way can always warn
Company, then regarded as having in Horatio Allen. The time for the trial Arthur Berry. George Hewes.
The
charge the great engineering enter trip arrived steam was up, and a trustees arv Dr. S. Y. Weidman. the keen eared ship captain. Though
prise of the time next to the Erie gr**at crowd of spectators gathered. Arthur Berry. George R. Hewes, WH- the truth of the matter Is that thick
Canal. The object of this canal was Few persons believed in the safety liara Paul. Henry Davis, Charles Berry weather comes with calm, and the
to furnish a cheap conveyance for of riding on the locomotive When and William Spear.
Mrs. Cacildia wash of sea alongside is then more
the anthracite coal of Pennsylvania all was in readiness Mr Allen said, as Cain was chosen Recording Secretary. noticeable.
to New York, as George Stephenson’s he stepped to the platform and put
Ernest Carver of Fort Williams was
And who. In spite of anemometers
railroad was designed for the con his hand upon the handle of the in town to spend Sunday with his sis (wind velocity measurers), does nbt
veyance of English coal from the throttle valve
ter, Mrs. Al. Y. Greenlaw.
know that westerly wind will work
mines to the manufacturing towns.
Miss Eva Grotton has returned to evil with one's cotnpnss? Though the
“If there is any danger in this
• • • •
Hope
to
resume
teaching
after
spend

ride, it is not necessary that the life
scientific fact is that homeward
Mr. Allen being thus engaged in an and limbs of more than one should be ing the holidays with her parents, Mr. bounders into Queenstown started this
and
Mrs.
Charles
Grotton.
enterprise similar* to that of George subjected to that danger. Having no
The Richards class of the Baptist myth. They were right too. For with
Stephenson, his interest was power doubt myself, I am going to take the
fully excited by the accounts which ride entirely alone, and the time will Sunday school will meet Friday even weeks on westerly trades the earth's
reached America from time to time of come when I shall look back with ing at the home of Deacon and Mrs. fortes induce a slight new magnetism
Into lhe ship's Iron , and so “works
Stephenson’s locomotive. From the great interest to the ride that is now I Arthur K. Walker.
The Twentieth Century Club will be evil with the compass needle."
first he was strongly disposed to be before me.”
lieve in the principle of the locomo
As there were no cars behind the I entertained Friday afternoon at the
There is the “well-known attraction
tive, and this at a time when the im locomotive, it started at once, and home of Mrs. Hattie Patterson.
of land on ships" which the old ras
Aliss
Nellie
Farnsworth
has
returned
perfect engine had lew friends out before he had time to think, he v’hs
cals used to bring up in court after an
side the circle of the inventor. So out of sight of the crowd, alone in the to Orono after spending the holidays
Inexplicable grounding. They used to
satisfied was he of the latent capabil Pennsylvania woods. Let him relate with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
get away with It too. But can you
ities of the locomotive, that he made his adventure himself, in his brief and George R. Farnsworth.
Miss Elsie Lane left Monday for York Imagine a belter creed when one lias a
up his mind to resign his office, go to simple wav •
She has be-en fifleen-milllon-dollar man-of-war and a
England, and see the new engine
“I had never run a locomotive, nor to resume teaching.
with his own -eyes. To use his own any other engine before: I have never spending the holiday recess with her thousand lives on one's hands than to
believe Hint rocks and shoals are draw
language:
run one since; but on that ninth of parents, Capt. and Mrs. George Lane.
Rev. A. E. Luce of Bangor was a ing the helpless monster Into danger?
“Believing that the future of the August. 1829. I ran that locomotive
guest
at
Dr.
S.
Y.
Weidman's
Sundify.
civil engineer lay in a great and most three miles and back to the place of
Is there a better spirit to keep a man
Oliver Holden has returned to the
attractive degree in the direction of starting, and being without experi
eternally vigilant and alert?
University
of
Maine
after
spending
the
the coming railroad era, 1 decided to ence as a brakeman, I stopped the lo
Some old beliefs ore very real. Local
go to the only place where a locomo comotive on its return at the place of holidays in town.
Rev. A. E. Luce, district superin magnetic spots are not devil's hcc.s
tive wag in operation, and
,:ld be starting. After losing the cheers of
tendent, will hold a special quarterly as was first supposed. Off -Madagascar
studied in all its practical details.”
the lookers-on, the only sound I
In 1827 he resigned, and began to heard, in addition to that of the ex conference at the Methodist church anti in several parts of the South Paci
fic are areas of Iron-sand bottdins or
preimrc for going abroad, which was haust steam, was that of a timber Saturday evening at 7 o'clock.
something of the sort. British cruisers
by no means the trifling matter that structure when the parts are brought
have several times reported sudden
it is now. Before he sailed, the di into the bearing state.”
rectors of the Delaware and Hudson
and extreme variations of their com
The experiment being thus success
Canal Company awoke to the proba ful. nothing remained but to develop
passes at these points.
ble importance of the locomotive, the system, which, however, still had
On the other hand equinoctial
since the coal which their canal was to contend with vehement and gen
storms (March 21 and September 21)
to transport had first to be carried eral opposition.
nre pure myths.
So are weather
from the mines several miles by land
A short time ago Mr. Allen re-vis
changes witli changes of the moon.
They gave the .voting engineer, who ited for the first time the scene of his
And it's lunacy to believe that after
was going to England in quest of early ex tile it on the platform of Tho
knowledge two important commis Stourbridge Lion. He rose early on Death only a matter of short time. noon sights are less dependable than
sions: to have the iron prepared for a beautiful morning in summer, and Don’t wait until pains and aches those of early morning—unless one's
grog allowance is too great
their railroad, and three locomotives walked ihe whole distance, enjoying
built on whatever plan or plans he the loveliness of the scene around become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful
consequences
by
taking
should deem best This advanced ac him. the recollection of the ride of 50
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
tion on the part of the company was years before, and anticipating the
carries the home news of Krtox county
due to the advice of the late John 15. greater triumphs which await the en
to every State in the Union and to
Jervis, chief engineer of the company, gineer of the future.
many foreign lands.
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL
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GINGLES’ JINGLES
School is out.
When I came home from nty
road trip, not many weeks ago,
a flock of freckled kids stopped
Die and said, “now waddayakupw, each guy of all lhe bunch
that lives up here upon the hill
litis been promoted, we all
•passed some cheer for us to
spill. Yes all the kids got by
and now we've canned the awful
grind, no thoughts of school or
numbers, lias q place within our
mind; und nothing else much
sticks around, both thoughts
and things we clout, for summer
time is with us, aud we're glad
that school is out. Your base
ball dope does not disturb about
it we don't fuss, and we should
care if ships are sunk—they
don't belong to us, our cares
nre now reduced to naught, a
vague and ancient dream, the
sun is shining everywhere, right
through the world does stream,
and we are going to have some
time, of that there Is no doubt—
for summer time is with us now
n nd
school

i.

•

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

Deports $2,263,132 49
Deposits draw interest from first day of each njonlli.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.
iiM'M'f i

pi

We want to see a Bridge built aenss the Kennebec
River at Bath.

again is out.

M
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets Get
at the Cause and Remove It
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the sub
stitute for calomel, art gently on the
bowels and positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
quick relief through Dr. Edwards' Olive
Tablets. The pleasant, sugar-coated
tablets are taken for bad breath by
all who know them.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act gen
tly but firmly on the bowels and liver,
stimulating them to natural action,
clearing the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which
dangerous calomel does without any
of the bad after effects.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
griping cathartics are derived ironi
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets without
griping,pain or any disagreeable effects.
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of prac
tice among patients afflicted with
bowel and liver complaint, with the
attendant bad breath.
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
compound mixed with olive oil; you
will know them by their olive color.
Take one or two every night for a week
and note tlie effect. 15c and <*Oc,

I

Want to Feel Just Right?
■

Take on NR Tonight ■

■IVST TRY IT AND SEE haw much buttur T»U feal la tha marnlaf. That ’’laar.’*
haadachy, tlrad, daa't-knaw-what's-tha-mattar fealln, will ba (ana—raNTl laal Baa.

IS, your system is
clogged with a lot of impurities that your
over-worked digestive and eliminative organs
can't get rid of. Pills, oil, saltf, calomel and ordi
nary laxatives, cathartics and purges only force the
bowels and prod the liver.

Nature’* Remedy (NR Tablets) acts

on thestomach,
liver, bowels and even kidneys, not forcing, but ton
ing and strengthening these organs. The result is
prompt relief and real, lasting benefit. Make the test.
Nature's Remedy will act promptly, thoroughly, yet
so mildly, so gently, that you will think nature her
self has come to the rescue and is doing the work.

I

And oh, what a relief!
Yen’ll be surprised to
find how much better you
feel—brighter, better every way.
If habitually or stubbornly con»
s-.'piled, take one NR Tablet
each night lor a week. Then
you'll not have to take medicine
| every day. Just an occasional ,
’ NR Tablet after ft
sufficient to keep yot
in good conditionyou feeling your b
Get AW
•'RwnedyfHFJiU,
Box

„
ts sold Guaranteed

—,

and recommended lay your druggi

WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Druggist., Thomaston, Maine

TONIGHT-

BE SURE

Tomorrow Alright
Get a 25e Box

AND CC.T

ifsicktake
The right medicine and save a lot of time and money.

Get

lire SURE kind that has been used and endorsed by families

COLD MEDAL

that are well known in every village, town and city in MaiMD ,
these fifty years and more.

And we could show yon thou

sands of testimonials written voluntarily in gratitude for the

We are pulling all the strings and
want to see a Bridge across the Ken
nebec River at Bath.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
FORD HEADQUARTERS

112-tf

PARK STREET

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles—the
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
Leek fer Ike name Gold Medal ea every box
and accept as imitstioe

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AMD SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St.,

Rockland, Me.

COUGHS COLDS
<»<> HOARSENESS
| C-A-BRIGGS COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.

wonderful benefits derived from following the common sense

directions that are on the label of this old-time remedy, “L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It quickly relieves every form of

indigestion, biliousness,
breaks up colds.

constipation, helps

Buy it NOW of your dealer.

the

kidneys,

Satisfaction

assured by the “L. F.J^ Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

